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Abstract
Gaze interaction without the need to calibrate is a current trend in the research on HCI. One of the
resulting interaction methods is called Smooth Pursuits, which is based on the underlying concept.
In addition to that the use of public displays for collaborative tasks, or multi-user interaction in
general, is also a trend expanding throughout HCI research. If paired together, smooth pursuits for
multiple users on collaborative displays require the respective group of users to obtain feedback by
the computer interface, as this marks an essential step in showing multiple users their respective
partner’s interaction intent, as well as which part of the screen they currently are focused on.
In this thesis we present a direct comparison of methods to provide visual feedback with not
enabling any type feedback, on users’ selection speed, the numbers of selection errors they make
and the count of how many times they find themselves distracted by the given feedback, as well
as to assess their qualitative opinions on the several feedback types. For that matter we prepare
a repeated measures study, combined with a qualitative and quantitative assessment involving
showing three types of visual feedback, no, normal and gradual, to multiple simultaneous users
based on object pursuit selections. We further speculate ways to overcome given challenges that
arise with the use of public displays, smooth pursuits and multi-user interactions.

Gaze Interaction ohne das Bedürfnis der Kalibrierung wird als aktueller Trend im Forschungsbereich der Mensch-Maschine-Interaktion betrachtet. Eine der daraus folgenden Interaktionstechniken
wird Smooth Pursuits genannt, eine Bezeichnung, die auf dem dahinterliegenden Prinzip der
Selektion beruht. Zudem wird der Einsatz von Public Displays für Interaktionen welche mehrere
Nutzer, auch im Rahmen von kollaborativen Nutzungsmustern, umschließen, rege diskutiert.
Wenn man beide Aspekte der MMI kombiniert, wird das Bedürfnis den einzelnen Nutzern
während Interaktionsprozessen welche auf Smooth Pursuits in Anbetracht von mehreren gleichzeitig agierenden Nutzern auf demselben Bildschirm Feedback zu geben, immer wichtiger.
Dies hilft den Gruppen dabei eine Ahnung zu erhalten, mit welchem Intent ihr jeweiliger Partner
interagiert und in welchem Bereich des Bildschirms der aktuelle Fokus liegt. Teil dieser Masterarbeit ist es einen direkten Vergleich zwischen verschiedenen Feedback-Methoden herzustellen,
auch im Bezug auf den Fall, wenn Nutzer kein visuelles Feedback während ihrer Interaktion
erhalten. Dieser Vergleich wird in Hinbetracht auf Auswahlgeschwindigkeit, Fehlerrate und
Ablenkungsfällen bei den Selektionen getestet. Außerdem wird die persönliche Meinung der
Nutzer zu den einzelnen Feedback-Möglichkeiten erfragt. Um dies zu verwirklichen, wird im
Folgenden eine Studie basierend auf wiederholten Messungen, in Kombination mit qualitativer und quantitativer Beurteilung von drei gezeigten Möglichkeiten visuelles Feedback bei
Selektionsaufgaben zu geben, vorbereitet. Weiterhin werden Möglichkeiten spekuliert wie
auftretende Herausforderungen bezüglich der Interaktion mehrerer Nutzer auf Public Displays in
Kombination mit Smooth Pursuits, überwunden werden können.

Definition of Tasks
Task Description Public displays commonly expect multiple users interacting simultaneously.
Gaze-based interaction, while being promising for public displays, has often been deployed
in single user scenarios, where a single user interacts at a time. Advances in computer vision
algorithms and falling hardware prices promise the availability of gaze-based interaction with
public displays for multiple users in the near future.
Additionally, gaze interaction with public displays requires special techniques that can accommodate with the need for immediately usable systems. One of these techniques, which is
also state of the art in gaze interaction with public displays, is Pursuits. To date, Pursuits has
never been used for multiple users. While it is straight forward to implement Pursuits for multiple
users, it is not clear how feedback can be provided in the case of multiple users interacting
simultaneously via Pursuits.
To close this gap, the goal of this thesis is to explore alternatives for visual feedback when
interacting via Pursuits on public displays.

Tasks
• Survey of related work.
• Implementing Pursuits for multiple users. This can be realized using computer vision algorithms that require RGB cameras, or by the use of multiple eye trackers.
• Investigating the design space of visual feedback via Pursuits
• Implementing a prototype that delivers different types of visual feedback, and evaluating it
in a user study.
• Analyzing the results and discussing them

I declare that I have authored this thesis independently, that I have not used other than the declared
sources / resources, and that I have explicitly marked all material which has been quoted either
literally or by content from the used sources.
Munich, May 31, 2017
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Introduction

Figure 1.1: (a) a collaborative tabletop example and (b) a collaborative discussion group
Collaborative interaction on public displays is a field comprised of several of the trending areas
in research on Human-Computer-Interaction during the course of the recent years. The term collaboration suggests that more than one user simultaneously utilises a computer interface at a time,
whereas publicly placed displays introduce new challenges in context of the development of interaction techniques. One of these interaction methods include the use of human gaze, which has
established as one of the staple HCI functionalities over the past decade.
This master thesis is aimed towards collecting all of the above mentioned aspects of HumanComputer-Interaction by researching how to display visual feedback for more than one user at a
time with the given interaction tool being gaze. The problem points hereinafter are surrounding
the user’s need of feedback by the system for a comfortable interaction process.
Normally, during a single user desktop PC setting, the user knows precisely which part of the
screen they are looking at and which object they are selecting at the moment. Even without getting visual feedback in form of on-screen pointers, indicating the selection, the use of the given
interface is still efficient for the single user.
Having multiple users concurrently and collaboratively looking at the same screen as illustrated
in figure 1.1, e.g. during pair-programming sessions, disturbs this efficiency, particularly if no
visual feedback is given. In this case the interacting user might know about their actions but it is
difficult for their partner to gauge the interaction process, as they do not know which selection is
made or which part the screen is relevant at the current time, if their partner does not inform them
about their intentions. This example solidifies the importance of feedback in any form. In most
pair-programming sessions, typing users would naturally inform their partners about the coding
intent verbally, or point at specific parts of the screen as can be seen in figure 1.2.
If we exclude the possibility to verbally exchange interaction intentions, by having the PC desktop
standing in a public space where other disturbances may occur, such as high noise levels turning
it difficult to understand each other, or the need to keep information confidential, feedback should
take on other forms. Usually feedback is given in multiple ways conjoining visual and audible
feedback. In public spaces however, the typical desktop setting yielded for larger displays which
often surpass the user’s height and width and thus reach. Interacting on these displays collaboratively usually includes the use of touch as the preferred interaction tool. Touch-to-select is one
of the most natural ways of interacting with computer screens, as they include the human sense
of touch and feel according to Pavlovic et al. [46]. Albeit this fact, sometimes public displays
cannot be mounted in a way for the user to comfortably have access to the screen, e.g. if the space
is not available, as the public display setting tend to become bulky as can be seen in figure 1.3,
which shows an information wall inside of ION Orchard, a shopping mall in Singapore. Figure
1.3 further shows a board displaying flight information at the Hongkong airport.
1
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2: Pair-Programming as example of inter-human interaction requiring feedback
In these cases gaze emerges as the fitting tool of interaction, as it is also considered a natural way
for human to interact with their surroundings, particularly computer displays. However, gaze by
itself cannot make any selection, as the need for verification of the selection still remains. For that
matter the use of pursuit interactions seems the most plausible to include into collaborative public
display interactions.
The objective of this thesis is to assess different types of visual feedback on their usability and
thus trying to provide an enhancement to collaborative working on public displays for more than
one user simultaneously. The thesis is structured as follows:
After summing up the related work on collaborative and public displays, as well as gaze interaction, including their challenges in terms of incorporating multiple users in chapter 2, we will give
an outline of the underlying concept as well as mention the hypotheses formulated specifically
for this thesis including their null hypotheses in chapter 3. Furthermore chapter 4 will mark the
beginnings of the thesis coding work to track gaze using RGB cameras. In addition to that, chapter 5 gives an explanation on the implementation of the user interface. Following this, we will
present the user study settings in chapter 6, followed by the evaluation results in chapter 7. With
the resulting two chapters 8 and 9, containing a discussion on the findings of the user study and the
subsequently announced future challenges to approach, we will conclude the thesis by summing
up all the chapters shortly and drawing a conclusion.

Figure 1.3: (a) public touch display inside of ION Orchard and (b) flight information at Hongkong
airport
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RELATED WORK

Related Work

To gain a better understanding of the background behind choosing to focus on multiple users and
gaze interaction it is necessary to give information on several current trends and research areas in
the field surrounding Human-Computer-Interaction. The following chapter gives insight into the
three basic thesis building topics: HCI on public and collaborative displays or tabletops, feedback
methods for gaze pursuits and gaze interaction involving multiple users.

2.1

Public and collaborative displays

One of the trending subjects in HCI aims to enable user interactions on larger-sized displays is
often found in public spaces, that require techniques for immediate use at a given time, is called
research on public displays. Such displays can be placed standing, e.g. mounted onto walls or
lying horizontally, i.e. tabletops.
Large public displays offer a fair amount of possibilities to improve ubiquitous interaction according to Buxton et al. [24]. They usually function as information tables and can be found at many
public spaces such as airports, train station, etc. As collaboration is an important factor of interhuman interaction, research also focuses on taking this everyday occurrence into HCI, therefore
aiming to enable collaboration or multi-interaction on public displays [55]. Russell et al. built
BlueBoord, a display allowing for collaborative work in small groups by distinguishing each user
using an RFID reader, considering tasks such as sketching ideas, comparing notes or sharing content [55]. Their concept can be seen in figure 2.1, which shows the personalised interface for each
user as well as how interaction takes form.

Figure 2.1: (a) BlueBoard interface design and (b) interaction on the interface
They observed common occurrences during the interaction process and listed these according to
group use and single user interaction. As BlueBoard did not have multi-touch support, users had
to learn how to collaborate, because multiple people touching on one screen resulted in the cursor
jittering around instead of focusing on one point of the screen. Furthermore Russell et al. managed
to list observations on emergences, such as the process of establishing a leader mentality during
group interactions which describe the social aspects of collaborative interaction in general [55].
Another approach for collaborative interaction on larger displays is MERBoard, which was used
during the Mars exploration by NASA, who deployed two rovers designed to explore Mars, while
the members of the evaluating group discussed the data in a real-life collaborative setting [33].
These types of collaborative display interactions however, were observed for semi-public scenarios, where small groups with purpose and prior attention to the screen would interact together
[32, 47].
Other research in this topic was conducted by Jakobsen and Hornbæk, who examined how collaboration on a larger displays worked. They had participant pairs, who each had their respective place
in front of the screen and could comfortably switch between parallel and collaborative work, fulfill
3
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tasks around browsing, navigating and researching [36]. According to researchers they also tried
to find a relation between visual attention and verbal communication, resulting in an enhancement
during collaboration.
On the other hand, Peltonen et al. focused on observing how user groups approach public displays
in particular, i.e. starting from what caught their attention to how they used the screen and how
they behaved during the interaction process [47]. They stated that their developed display, CityWall, could identify specific fingers on a hand and multiple hands on the screen, as well as gestures
for people ranging from child to adult age with different postures and heights. The display aimed
at having multiple people interacting simultaneously on image manipulation, i.e. gallery browsing
and image scaling or translating, [47].
During this study no specific types of notifications were used to attract passing people but instead
the display was placed in a crowded and busy area. The researchers could distinguish different
types of uses for the display, ranging from collaborative teamwork, parallel but still singular use
and conflict use. These types of interaction denoted another part of research on public displays.
Most often such displays would be placed in public spaces to collect mass data on a specific topic,
such as schools, e.g. in research on CWall in Campiello, Venice which provided information on
current community issues and interests [13] or Dynamo, which also allowed for private interactions by reserving space on the public screen and observing how users attracted other potential
users [23].
Taking into consideration larger-sized displays in general, there are several challenges that can
occur during their use, which will be explained in the following.

2.2

Challenges using Public Displays

There are several benefits paired with projecting collaborative interaction onto a public display,
some of which concern the use of a larger screen in general, as described by Czerwinski et al.
[28]. Working with bigger screens according to them encourages productivity, as well as periphery
awareness and recognition memory improvement [29]. Especially with normal map applications
and in the 3D space, having a larger-sized screen leads to better navigation overall and thus user
satisfaction, according to Ball and North, as well as mentioned by Tan et al. [16, 60].
However, there are several challenges emerging when using public displays. First of all, as the
term large-sized public display suggests, there are several social aspects that need to be considered both for multiple users or individual users, such as learning effects of other nearby users, how
multiple people should behave while collaborating on a public display, whether there were leader
tendencies, etc. [55].
Interaction on larger-sized displays comes with several basic usability issues according to Czerwinski et al. [28]: The size of the screen can be overwhelming in regard to the distance between
user and screen, which results in direct influence on the reachability as well as the accessibility.
In terms of public displays, there are also several issues appearing. First of all, public displays
are usually found in crowded and busy spaces. People often do not actively pay attention to their
surroundings and might not spot the interactivity of the display at first glance. Thus, attracting a
passerby’s attention is one of the main challenges still present in research on public displays as
stated by Davies et al. [30]. There have been attempts to alleviate this issue in the past, such as
having interactive adjustable tasks whenever the attention of the user is on the display and the user
is tracked [43].
Another challenge presented on public displays is the fact that privacy for the respective user is
normally not guaranteed, as there is always a risk of other people shoulder-surfing or observing
the respective user in their interaction, according to Alt et al. [14]. Attempts to solve this issue
involves exchanging sensible contexts with the user’s mobile devices to double-check or verify
possible confidential information, instead of using the screen, as mobile devices, due to their size,
provide more privacy according to Alt et al. [15].
4
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2.3

Gaze Interaction

In addition to that, working with public displays requires the user to be able to spontaneously walk
up to the display and instantly start interacting without having to undergo procedures such as login
beforehand as stated by Davies et al. [30]. Interaction on public displays needs to proceed in a fast
manner, as it occurs coincidentally during the course of seconds, according to Müller et al. [45].
The third big challenge on public displays in terms of user interaction speaks of social aspects.
Public displays can, as previously mentioned, lead to embarrassment during interaction, e.g. people have to perform certain gestures in order for the display to recognise and start tracking them,
according to Bignull and Rogers [22]. Mäkelä et al. spoke of external influences which they further
categorised into critera such as weather, events, surroundings, space, inhabitants and vandalism.
They then tried to research projects either successfully solving these problems, acknowledging
them, ignoring them, or embracing them and sorted them accordingly [44].
Also a problem is how public displays are approached. As mentioned earlier, public displays are
usually larger-sized screens, which in turn renders it more difficult to deploy them in crowded
spaces, often resulting in the users having to look at them from a distance instead of standing
directly in front of them, as stated by Davies et al. [30]. This further impairs the reachability the
user has on the display.
A method to improve usability of public displays which has been researched is the use of gaze as
input for interaction. Gaze tries to solve the above mentioned challenges, such as can be seen with
the work of Zhang et al., who adjusted contents of a public display to the approaching passerby by
showing video feed as soon as the user was close to the display and thus recognised. Furthermore
they observed how a differenct problem of needing to call other users’ attention is solved because
of a honeypot effect [70]. As previously stated, gaze is a modality which increasingly finds interest
in terms of interaction with public displays, thus becoming more integrated into HCI research on
the use of public displays.

2.3

Gaze Interaction

As mentioned, gaze interaction has evolved into one of the profound interaction methods that HCI
research involves and offers. Eye movement is considered quick, effortless and very precise and
thus natural to use as means of interaction as stated by Ware and Mikaelian [66].
Furthermore gaze normally is incorporated into the interaction process in any case, as users tend to
look at what they are interacting with, perceive it and then continue to manipulate the interaction
object according to Chatterjee et al. [26]. Most of these times, using gaze to interact with ubiquitous devices results in gaze being used as means of selection prior to manipulation as mentioned
by Chatterjee et al. [26]. According to them gaze functions in addition to existing selection means
such as free-space gestures, as the hands also are an important natural means of human manipulation in real-life scenarios, as stated by Conolly [27] or Wilson [67].
Other means of selection often paired with gaze involve touch gestures or pen as stylus as stated by
Pfeuffer et al. [51]. In the following section we will look at the different ways gaze can be tracked,
followed by a possible interaction techniques, which are important when using eye-tracking to interact with ubiquitous devices, particularly taking a look into gaze pursuit interaction and gaze
as aid in selection processes. Furthermore we will assess how feedback is given for gaze-related
interactions and finally discuss how multiple users are incorporated into gaze-related research in
HCI.
There are several open-source as well as paid frameworks providing gaze tracking algorithms,
such as EyeSee[6] or xLabs[12]. These technologies operate using different coding languages and,
as of now, let the user try out how gaze tracking works using web browsers. However, they require calibration prior to usage. The providers also expect a prior registration and are therefore not
openly available for anyone. Important to mention is, that these frameworks use webcam recorded
gaze data for their gaze tracking, which forms one way to collect eye movement data.
With gaze interaction rendered interesting for research in HCI, researchers have been trying to
5
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Figure 2.2: Theory behind gaze-shifting: Use gaze as focusing device or moving device
steadily improve gaze input collecting processes, by introducing several types of devices to aid
in tracking the user’s eye movement. The majority of said tracking devices can be acquired on a
user-friendly budget [11, 7], sometimes for less than 200 Dollars per tracker package.
These types of trackers remain unintrusive as they can be mounted onto the bottom of the display.
To keep the screen visible at all times and still track a decent amount of gaze data, researches also
use head-mounted tracking devices such as glasses, e.g. by Shimizu et al. who implemented Solar
System, a smooth pursuit based gaze interaction system using EOG glasses instead of trackers such
as from Tobii or SMI [57].
As there are different ways to track gaze the input traits vary according to Feit et al., who stated
that gaze interaction data collection and specifically data precision are dependent on the particular
user, tracking device and position in regard to the screen among other criteria [31]. They further
speak of ways to make gaze interaction more robust throughout the tracking methods by comparing the data collected in the same environment using two different methods of gaze tracking and
found that especially data loss occurs near the edges of the screen which affects overall precision
and accuracy. The researchers also provided ideas to optimize this common problem, such as trying to calibrate the tracker using more points and avoiding to place stimuli in these areas.
We now know that several ways exist to track gaze data and what problems might occur, but we
will have a look at how research uses gaze to interact with ubiquitous devices in the following.
2.3.1

Gaze as means of Selection

In many research topics surrounding gaze in HCI, eye-tracking and mapping is used as tool to
enhance interaction, i.e. gaze fixations act as general direction of the selection, whereas the last
confirmation that a selection takes place, uses different means, such as touch or stylus devices, to
avoid unintended selections, because of Midas’ Touch [35]. This is a common problem on gazeonly devices, as the system thinks that the user is already selecting an object while they are still
roaming the display for items of interest.
A lot of research has been done in terms of combining gaze with other modalities to create multimodal interaction on the same screen, such as e.g. Pfeuffer et al. who developed Gaze-Touch,
which is based on gaze as selection tool and multi-touch as manipulation means on multi-touch
supporting displays [50]. According to them gaze-touch complements direct-touch and they tried
to compare the two interaction techniques and provide possible applications, such as map navigation or colour selection during drawing tasks. During this scenario, Pfeuffer et al. also introduced
Gaze-Shifting which makes use of the above explained gaze-touch method and allows for shifting
between gaze as direct input and gaze as indirect input, as can be seen in figure 2.2, which shows
the process of shifting between directly manipulating an object by looking at it and using touch
as manipulation tool, and moving the object by still holding the selection via touch and looking
elsewhere [51]. These possibilities to include gaze as means of selection, require directly touching
the display either via touch or pen stylus device. Stellmach and Dachselt however, distanced themselves from the direct approach and focused on using remote interactions instead, which means
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interactions were geared towards projected displays, which in turn resulted in the user standing further away from the display (e.g. public displays) [58]. Therefore, the need for a touch-supported
manipulation device was evident and provided.
In addition to gaze-shifting, albeit also not using the direct approach, Turner et al. provided Gaze
+ RST, which suggests gaze to enhance rotating, scaling and translating tasks. In this case touch
acts as means of manipulation for objects whereas gaze works to change the direction of the three
tasks [61]. This interaction method involved remote gaze interaction on a projected display.
All in all, the topic of gaze as means of selection equals in using gaze to support interaction techniques and has been integrated as component of gaze interaction research of today, with many
researchers opting to use gaze with touch on either one-person used displays or projected largerscale displays hinting towards public display scenarios as well, e.g. Stellmach and Dachselt [59],
although they still need to have a device for direct manipulation.
2.3.2

Calibration vs. No Calibration

Calibration is an important factor concerning gaze interaction. To ensure the precision of gaze as
means of interaction, most of the time eye-tracking devices need to be calibrated to the screen that
acts as interaction foundation. Otherwise problems in terms of accuracy occur according to Feit et
al. [31].
In public situations or spontaneous interactions, this step of calibration cannot always be achieved
due to time constraint or strain of having to calibrate each approaching user respectively. We need
to ask ourselves how we can still keep accuracy and precision but skip the step of having to calibrate every time a new user interacts with the screen.
Huang et al. suggest leaving the calibration process in the background of the interaction and having the system calibrate itself according to user interaction. They introduce PACE which relies
on eye-analysis of webcam data and comparing the data with eye-tracker collected gaze data [34].
However, this calibration system reads prerecorded data, i.e. it is a post-calibration method instead
of functioning during real-time scenarios, thus not being too suitable for instant gaze interaction.
Other approaches, such as from Pfeuffer et al. or Vidal et al. aimed to use pursuits as means
of interaction to combat the calibration effort [53, 65]. As for Pfeuffer et al., they opted to use
smooth pursuit as means of calibration, i.e. instead of fixations for point-calibration the whole
process becomes more natural for the user and thus less straining [53].
Khamis et al. implemented text pursuing as means of calibration which works on the same principle of gaze pursuit and helps calibrate the eye-tracker to a public screen, by having the user read a
text, i.e. follow a line, without them knowing they are being calibrated [41].
2.3.3

Pursuit Interaction

The field of pursuit interaction takes away the need to confirm a certain selection using other
means and to avoid strenuous longtime fixations that result in interaction not being comfortable
for the user. Vidal et al. introduced a technique that is based on correlating gaze movement with
stimuli movement [65]. The technique is describes the concept of smooth pursuit, which is a slow
interaction process and happens whenever the eyes follow a movement as stated by Barnes [19].
[65]. According to Vidal et al. pursuits help to turn gaze fully spontaneous without the need to
prior calibrate the used eye-tracking device [64]. The underlying idea behind pursuits is to focus
on smooth movement of the eye as can be seen in figure 2.3, rather than focusing on saccades or
point-calibration based on fixations as stated by Celebi et al., which also works against strain on
the eyes after a long period of use, as well as the prior mentioned Midas’ Touch problem, which
occurrs mostly during gaze-only selection tasks [25]. Celebi et al. therefore also used pursuits as
means to calibrate gaze.
Pfeuffer et al. used pursuit interaction in order to calibrate the tracker with the same aim [53].
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Figure 2.3: Smooth Pursuit: Matching object stimuli movement with user’s gaze movement
Many pursuit interaction researchers such as Vidal et al. use the Pearson calibration coefficient to
match gaze movement with stimuli movement, an algorithm which will also be used in this thesis.
Because of the need for calibration prior to use is abandoned, gaze pursuit research also finds use
on public displays during field studies rather than lab studies, as demonstrated by Khamis et al.,
who utilised pursuit interaction to significantly test stimuli moving in various trajectories on their
selection speed and error rate, by implementing a game that encourages users to play [39].
Esteves et al. on the other hand made the effort to take gaze pursuit interaction away from public
spaces or lab settings, to real-life interactions with smart home environment systems or daily gadgets by introducing Orbits, which enables smooth pursuit interaction on smart watches to control
applications. Other advocates of day-to-day HCI involving gaze, are Velloso et al. who developed
AmbiGaze, a way to incorporate smooth pursuit for the use in smart home environments [63].
They used pursuit interaction to trigger certain home technical gadgets such as audio systems, TV,
etc.
If we take a look at smooth pursuit in home PC settings, Schenk et al. who introduced GazeEverywhere which abandonds the active use of the mouse in order to select items on the screen and
focused on gaze-only interactions [56]. Albeit still sending mouse events to the computer, they
projected a layer above the interface with smooth pursuit simuli.
As we can see there has been progress on smooth pursuit interaction as technique to interact or
calibrate gaze, in order to help avoid persistent problems that can possibly occur using gaze-only
as means of interaction.
2.3.4

Feedback

The term feedback according to Pérez-Quiñones and Silbert is an indicator for two parties communicating with each other, that both communicators have understood and acknowledged each other,
thus rendering it an important factor in HCI [48]. Beun and van Eijk further stated that there are
distinct types of forms such feedback can take on when a user communicates with an ubiquitous
device [20]. In our case the means of communication is gaze which is an active selection tool,
but does not naturally induce feedback from the other communicator. Realising feedback on interfaces supporting gaze tracking, in terms of where the system thinks the user is looking, is one of
the challenges still researched in gaze interaction. Khamis et al. incorporated feedback methods
for single users during gaze interaction on public displays by showing the interacting user a screen
before the final selection to ask them whether they wanted to redo their selection or not [42]. The
underlying method of selection was gaze pursuit and the researchers wanted to observe whether
users would correct their selection if shown falsified selections and given the chance to.
Another approach to show feedback to users during gaze interaction was by providing a haptic
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device and testing according to a selection task that gave users feedback whenever they looked at
a specific item on the screen, according to Kangas et al. [37]. Kangas et al. further developed an
approach to give feedback to gaze pursuit selections, by implementing a control tool manipulated
by gaze pursuit, which had users manipulate a level bar to match the given greyscale shown above.
The instant feedback occurred during the pursuit: the lower level bar would adjust to match the
upper level which showed the desired greyscale as can be seen in figure 2.4. If the desired scale
was met, the user could notice so immediately [38].

Figure 2.4: Smooth Pursuit Control: adjusting the level of the black bar to match the level of the
upper bar using pursuit of the x components

2.4

Multiple User Interaction Using Gaze on Larger Displays

Many approaches to make public display interaction more interactive opt to use touch-enabling or
mid-air gestures to do so, such as WaveWindow by Perry et al. [49], or works from Zhai et al. who
combined touch-enabled wall-sized display interaction with gestures according to the distance of
the user from the screen [69] as seen in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Touch and gesture combinations according to Zhai et al. [69]
In this thesis however, we will try to implement gaze pursuit for public screens, which is why we
will need to focus on enabling gaze interactions for multiple users on larger-sized screens.
Oftentimes researchers trying to have multiple users interact with the same screen use tracking
devices for each user such as Pfeuffer et al. [52], who built GazeArchers, to interactively let two
users simultaneously play a game using gaze and touch on a tabletop display. The contributions
they made involved testing the gaze-awareness of multiple users and have the system react accordingly, i.e. the soldiers reacting to the gaze of the user, all in the premise of a multi-player game
with novel interaction technique. Therefore we can take notice that leisure activities can be built
to test multiple user gaze interactions.
Another approach in involving more users on the same screen while still studying gaze awareness
of the users was made by Pfeuffer et al. by having a collaborative display of information which
was working using gaze interactions [54]. In this example both users are navigating with a map
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and are auto-calibrated by having to follow a moving bus prior to use. The map later collapses
additional information on places according to the users’ interest, i.e. gaze position and behaviour.
The second gaze evaluation approach having multiple users interact with a screen, is therefore
based on information giving.
Gaze on public displays is mainly introduced to solve existent limitations which cannot be overcome using only touch or gestures according to Khamis et al. [40]. They further provide approaches to solve challenges common in interaction with public displays.
Zhang et al. developed a system, which takes gaze to enhance multi-user interaction via the use
of map navigating tasks [71]. In this scenario two users sit beside each other each with an eyetracking device in front of them, calibrated onto a display showing a map application. Zhang et
al. try to observe how to give gaze clues, i.e. to indicate where each user is looking. Prior to that
second study they researched different types of hinting gaze for users as can be seen in figure 2.6.
They found that gaze hinting proved to be useful during co-located search tasks where users started
dividing spaces into areas to search through. On the other hand they found a new challenge arising
when giving feedback to users: there is a switch between appreciation for visible gaze positioning
and being distracted by said indicators. Also, gaze in this case is very dependent on the accuracy
of the tracker.
Zhang et al. give way to the direction this thesis takes on by providing feedback for multi-user
interactions using gaze on larger-sized displays and show that there have been approaches in this
area, which could be beneficial for further use if the accuracy problem for gaze-tracking was overcome.

Figure 2.6: Possibilities to hint at gaze position of user
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With a slight inkling as to what specific research area in HCI the thesis should take on, we brainstormed possible features to focus on. Having gained experience and interest in gaze interaction
during a semester abroad, the author wanted to advance in this direction for the master thesis.
We listed some ideas which were considered current trends in the research field surrounding gaze
interaction.
Figure 3.1 shows the accumulation of keywords relevant for the thesis concept. The figure further
puts emphasis on gaze interaction as the central topic, but seeing as this area covers a variety of directions the thesis could take on, we had to circle around current challenges and fields of attention
in attempt to find the best fit.

Figure 3.1: Keyword Chart illustrating the initial Concept Idea

First of all, we determined how to enable basic aspects concerning the use of gaze for the thesis,
mainly regarding how gaze should be tracked during the interaction process. Research on eyetracking as of today has a variety of possibilities to record gaze data, ranging from wearable
devices such as glasses, tracking devices attached to the screen itself, e.g. eye-trackers, through
to simply evaluating video feed based on the user’s gaze behaviour, as mentioned in the previous
chapter on background knowledge and related work.
Since the topic of multiple users collaborating on computer interfaces is a trending subject, we
wanted to research on this aspect in the thesis as well. Collaborative interaction using computers
is one of the reasons research groups have been swerving from the traditional desktop PC setting
and therefore, looking for alternative display environments. The catchwords public and tabletop
display among others are indicatives for the advancement leaning away from single-user desktop
environments and towards more interactive multi-user settings.
Keeping in mind multiple user and public large-sized displays in regards to developing the thesis
concept, two important questions emerged during the decision process: Firstly, how does the
computer identify multiple users as such, and secondly, how should gaze be incorporated into
interacting on the given display sizes. We tried to incorporate these challenges into the final
research question.
Finally, we asked ourselves, what type of feedback could be given to the user based on all the
above mentioned aspects, further taking into consideration how to distinguish multiple users. The
following chapter will give an in-depth look on the thought process behind the final research
question and the resulting concept development.
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As research on mapping gaze data onto the screen using tracking devices has been established to
some degree during the past years, with a majority of studies focusing on wearable and attachable
tracking devices, the initial thought was to move away from the need to utilise these gadgets and
instead, use an camera such as a webcam, which can be found integrated in almost all laptop devices nowadays.
This decision was made particularly to facilitate the access to eye-tracking and thus making it
easier for non-expert users to try out gaze interaction without the necessity to buy specific tracking devices. Furthermore stepping away from having to possess particular electronic tools for
eye-tracking and thus gaze interaction, would result in rendering this specific type of HCI more
commonly known and usable for all types of expertise.
For the master thesis we have been recommended to use the OpenFace/CLM-Framework written
by Baltrusaitis et al. [18]. Chapter four will explain in detail what this framework entails in terms
of gaze tracking and mapping and how we employed it for our purposes.

3.2

Second Decision: Incorporating Gaze as Interaction Method

Subsequently to agreeing on using an RGB camera for gaze tracking, we determined how to incorporate gaze itself as means of interaction into the interface. As previously mentioned in chapter
two, there are several ways to use eye-tracking in order to enhance and simplify user interaction
with a computer interface, one being gaze as means of selection.
Since the thesis was aimed at the later use of public displays or tabletop screens, relying on this
particular interaction method where the eyes act as a cursor or pointer, would presume that users
had to calibrate their eye movement according to the particular screen they were interacting with.
This task can become tedious especially in public environments as it demands users to maintain
a certain distance from the screen at any time during the interaction process. Having this requirement would take away the benefits of public displays where users should be able to promptly start
interacting with the contents displayed on the screen.
Therefore, we agreed on realising pursuits using gaze as the main method of interaction for the
thesis, as it does not require tracking devices to be calibrated according to users and thus enable
spontaneous interaction with a given screen at any time.

3.3

Third Decision: Type of Feedback to give to Users

For a long time we were unsure how to finalise the thesis concept by providing feedback according
to the user. Any type of feedback on which item on the screen a certain user is interacting with
becomes necessary as soon as more than one person is involved in the interaction process and
pointing devices are not available.
This was the case in the master thesis, where multiple people were targeted to cooperatively interact on a display with no means to directly point at interactively used objects, i.e. not taking
into consideration verbally given feedback, such as one user telling the others which objects they
were looking at. Basically we were balancing between either adapting the movement behaviour
of pursued objects on the screen (in trajectory or speed), or giving visual feedback according to
users’ gaze pursuits.
The type of feedback given should further help other users to distinguish which object a certain
partner was directly pursuing, which would often facilitate cooperative work on the same screen
for multiple users.
For the thesis the focus was finally shifted towards giving users multiple visual feedback types and
gauging whether or not they appreciated getting them as well as to potentially see whether or not
getting visual signs of selection distracted other users from their own interaction or not.
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With all prior listed criteria taken into consideration, we decided that the thesis would focus on
researching gaze pursuit interaction for multiple users and analyse the opinions based on having
more than one user simultaneously pursuing objects on a screen. Furthermore we would include
methods to incorporate visual feedback for said users and evaluate how feedback would be perceived in such cases and if one feedback type would result in a faster or more pleasant interaction
according to users. Another point to look into was whether the given feedback to one user would
distract others in terms of having a cross-interaction available, i.e. both users interact with objects
that are not directly in front of them but rather in their partner’s interaction sphere as opposed to
what happens when users interact with the same object or objects in their immediate sight area, as
can be seen in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Interface Screen divided by Interaction Areas
We worded several hypotheses to later rectify or agree with, the entirety of which covers all the
aspects we wanted to inspect further.
Firstly there are two hypotheses and their according null hypotheses on the aspect of receiving
visual feedback during interaction:
Hypothesis (H1): Getting visual feedback leads to more distractions or errors amongst users
than receiving no visual feedback.
Null Hypothesis (H1): Getting visual feedback does not lead to more distractions or errors
amongst users than receiving no visual feedback.
Hypothesis (H2): Getting normal visual feedback results in objects being selected faster by users
than having gradual display of feedback on the screen.
Null Hypothesis (H2): Getting normal visual feedback does not result in objects being selected
faster by users than having gradual display of feedback on the screen.
Secondly, we formulated four hypotheses and their respective nulls on the process of multiple
users interacting with spatially differing objects on the screen. For this matter, we assume that
object pursuit can only happen in three types: looking at the objects closer to oneself, pursuing the
same objects and gazing at the objects closer to the interaction partner.
Hypothesis (H3): Interactions with the same objects deliver a faster selection time than having
to select objects closer to the respective partners.
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Null Hypothesis (H3): Interactions with the same objects do not deliver a faster selection time
than having to select objects closer to the respective partners.
Hypothesis (H4): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users result in a
faster selection time than selecting objects closer to the partners.
Null Hypothesis (H4): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users do not
result in a faster selection time than selecting objects closer to the partners.
Hypothesis (H5): Interactions with the same objects result in less distractions or errors than
having to select objects closer to the respective partners or users.
Null Hypothesis (H5): Interactions with the same objects do not result in less distractions or
errors than having to select objects closer to the respective partners or users.
Hypothesis (H6): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users result in
less distractions or errors than selecting objects closer to the partners.
Null Hypothesis (H6): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users do not
result in less distractions or errors than selecting objects closer to the partners.
The research methods utilised in order to be able to answer the given question circle around getting
qualitative as well as quantitative data that can sufficiently give information on the things we want
to achieve. Therefore we should aim for a case study which involves multiple users interacting
together on a screen which in return gives feedback visually to react to gaze pursuit selections. The
study would therefore include a survey giving quantitative answers to interaction tasks as well as
interview questions to record participants’ opinions. The goal of evaluation resulting thereafter is,
to do statistical significance tests to either reject or accept the hypotheses and to give predictions
accordingly.

3.5

Real-Life Scenario based on the Concept

To better visualise which aspects the developed concept needs to cover of we will try to explain
a possible real life scenario in the subsequent part with the help of Alice and Bob, two characters
created for the sole purpose of explaining the scenario. Imagine Alice and Bob finding themselves
in a public space surrounded by strangers, e.g. at a foreign airport trying to find their transit gate
for their connecting flight LMU1234. Bob notices an information screen displayed somewhere in
that public area and together he and Alice manoeuvre towards said screen. In front of the screen
is a stand containing the tracking devices.

Figure 3.3: Design of the interface Alice and Bob interact with
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The next figure 3.3 shows the continuation: On the screen the both of them recognise a cluster
of widgets, each of which is surrounded by a moving circle. An indicator close to where the two
main characters are standing tells them to follow the circle of the widget they want to receive
further details on with their eyes. The system recognises the amount of users actively interacting
and assigns colours to both of them.

Figure 3.4: Alice spots and starts selecting the necessary widget: departure flights

In this scenario as seen on figure 3.4 Alice sees the departing flights widget, and wants to point it
out to Bob, but as normal for a public space the noise level is relatively increased and thus making
it harder to communicate verbally. Another disadvantage for directly pointing out the widget of
interest is the size and position of the screen, which turns it harder to reach all of the display space.
Furthermore Alice’s and Bob’s hands might be occupied holding luggage or food.

Figure 3.5: Bob joins in on the selection process

In this case as both users know their respective colours, Alice only needs to point out the rough
direction she is looking at. Figure 3.5 illustrates that the system is programmed to recognise gaze
patterns and match them with object movements to find correlation values. Feedback given back
to Alice and Bob in visual form as it works efficiently even in places with a higher noise level and
does not distract or disrupt other people nearby.
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Figure 3.6: Both users receive visual feedback on their selection: The widget containing departure
flights appears collapsed on their respective part of the display
Figure 3.6 shows that Bob follows Alice’s gaze pattern by pursuing the coloured moving circle
with his eyes as well. If the system recognises a match between Bob’s eye movement and the
object movement, it counts as the majority of interacting people are interested in that particular
information and collapses the widget accordingly showing time slots for departing flights sorted
by hour. Alice and Bob find their flight number and their gate and depart to their vacation as seen
in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Interface Screen showing the collapsed flights
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Tracking Gaze with an RGB Camera

During the beginning of thesis work, the proposition was to utilise an RGB camera to record users
and simultaneously track their eye-movements, thus to outline their gaze behaviour. The use of
common everyday cameras would dismiss the need for specific eye-tracking devices, e.g. Tobii,
SMI, hence turning the prospect of incorporating gaze tracking into HCI more affordable and easily accessible.
The framework which adapted this idea was the recommended CLM-Framework (later version:
Openface) written by Baltrusaitis et al., in order to provide a face analysis toolkit, which was
available for public use [18]. This framework is based on face tracking and feature extraction
from received video footage. Ideally, the framework also offers the extraction of eye movement,
and hence gaze tracking, as stated on their wiki page. There is either the possibility to upload
pre-recorded videos and track gaze according to the footage, or take live camera input. For development purposes we chose to use the feed provided by the attached webcam camera, which
theoretically could be swapped for any video recording camera at hand.
Prior to developing and coding, we set up the framework with the use of the required Visual Studio
version, which is stated on the CLM github page. The code for the framework was written using
C++, an objective programming language similar to Java or C.
As for the build of the code structure, the framework contained several built-in programs, which
made use of the given features and aimed to showcase the different extraction methods announced
on the website. we chose to further work with the feature extraction project, which returned the
given video input with the respective facial features outlined using dots. Furthermore, the gaze
direction was also illustrated as can be seen in figure 4.1, with a green line protruding from the
pupil to the estimated point on the screen.

Figure 4.1: Feature extraction including gaze vector using CLM-Framework as taken from the
website [3, 9]
According to Wood et al., who included gaze estimation within the framework, they developed a
dynamic eye-region model which renders realistic images around the eye area using 3D head scans
using a simplistic eye-model and what according to their terminus the effect of retopolizing the
face geometry, to create a more realistic image while also allowing to extract features according
to head positions. Interesting was the fact that this novel model allowed for eye-shape registration
and iris tracking based on the use of webcams [68]. For that matter they trained a Constrained
Local Neural Field (CLNF) deformable model, which was trained with landmark location data
generated by their method [17]. The authors further stated that they chose to not focus on pupil
tracking as it was hard for them to distinguish pupils from most of the images they received from
a subset of MPIIGaze. MPIIGaze is a dataset containing face images and screen-situated gaze
locations which were accumulated previously. Figure 4.2 shows the recognitions of eye shape and
iris illustrated on in the wild accumulated tracked images on the one hand and webcam images on
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Figure 4.3: Gaze estimation eyeball model with camera positioned dynamically changing in regard
to pose
the other. The image size in this case does not matter as the system successfull recognises facial
features, as long as there is no occlusion of the eyes by foreign objects present.

Figure 4.2: Eye and iris extractions for (a) in the wild images and (b) webcam images. The
first two rows illustrate correct registrations regardless of image resolution, whereas the last row
illustrates failed cases which were caused by occlusions or closed eyes, etc. [68]
The following sections summarise attempts using the framework in order to realise pursuit interaction and track multiple users simultaneously. Since the website stated that extracting features
for multiple users was a possible functionality, we opted to start with printing out gaze data and
visualising the gaze points onto the screen in a first approach.

4.1

First Attempt: Obtaining Gaze

The framework comes equipped with a class GazeEstimation, which offers the functionality
needed to extract eye features as well as illustrate the general gaze direction. The method estimates
gaze provided by finding the pupil position as a 3D point according to facial feature extraction.
This feature extraction process uses the implemented model and calculates a vector by dividing
said point by its normalised form. The newly gained 3D point is called ray direction and is taken
as a vector to intersect with the calculated eyeball centre to receive the gaze vector using the gaze
estimation eyeball model in figure 4.3. The model positions the camera relative to the head and
eye position. The camera position is at Point3f(0,0,0), the zero point, thus marking the start of a
3D coordinate system. According to log printouts there is a coordinate system for each eye which
renders it more complex to map the gaze onto the screen. Although the visualisation implemented
by CLM itself hinted the general direction of the gaze vector on the screen, obtaining actual gaze
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4.2

Second Attempt: Correlation

Figure 4.4: Measurements of the display from middle of the webcam lens to respective outline of
the actually used screen
data resulted in values of absolute nature, i.e. gaze points achieved were 3D points rather than 2D
points. We needed to map them, for them to become screen coordinates. The first step we tried
was to measure the distance between the webcam lens and the outer corners of the screen, since
the camera was as previously stated positioned at the zero point. We initially started developing
using a Microsoft Surface Pro 4, therefore the values we measured were approximately 12.5cm
from the middle of the camera lens to the respective corners left and right, and about 17.5cm from
the middle of the camera straight to the bottom line of the screen which is illustrated in 4.4. Notice,
that this is measured for the display part which can be interacted with. We calculated the screen
coordinates according to the gaze vector by using the absolute screen length and width, as well
as the measured values, to map the estimated 3D point to a 2D pixel on the screen, by taking the
value received, when looking into the corners of the screen, and dividing them accordingly to the
measured values. The results showed that the calculated coordinates did not match the actual gaze
positions when tested, so this approach was not considered sufficient for illustrating gaze points
on the screen.
The second approach involved projecting 3D gaze points on the screen as 2D points. In this case,
focal length and optical axis were mentioned as two requirements in order to calculate the projected gaze point. These specifications however, were not provided by Microsoft as taken from
the specification list for the Surface Pro 4. After contacting the author, we learned that in order
to receive the correct screen coordinates we would have to map the gaze points using the calculated screen coordinates themselves, which would result in needing sample sizes of users looking
at different corners of the screen to estimate the best transfer of 3D to 2D coordinates. In addition to that, adding information on focal length, optical axis and how far the user was situated
as compared to the camera position was necessary, which is illustrated in figure 4.5. Since these
calculations seemed to be a fairly complex topic in themselves, we decided to abandon the attempt
to project the 3D gaze points onto a specific screen altogether and try out direct correlation. Gaze
pursuit tries to correlate gaze movement with object movement.

4.2

Second Attempt: Correlation

Rather than projecting the 3D gaze point onto the screen, the second approach involved trying to
correlate gaze with object movements. For that matter, we implemented a simple interface with
two circles moving around using different trajectories, one linear and the other one circular. This
was implemented using SFML, a multimedia library which facilitates drawing and animating as
well as being useful for threading purposes. In this case, object coordinates were saved in a list
whenever gaze movement was detected which was saved in a separate list as well. In this case
we ignored the z-coordinate of the gaze vector, as the movement occurred in a two-dimensional
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Figure 4.5: Projecting 3D points onto a 2D plane: Necessary information on (a) camera positioning
and (b) concept of projection step taken from Penn State University’s lecture on Computer Vision
[5]

Figure 4.6: Intersecting gaze to find a generalisation and mid-point between pupils
manner.
Every 500ms we calculated the correlation values for linear and circular movement with the given
samples, and printed them to see if one or the other would result in a higher correlation value. In
this case however, there was no significant difference to observe between the printed correlation
values for one eye. Since the right eye and the left eye were calculated separately, the correlation
values had to be calculated separately as well. The hereinafter problem was that in doing so, taking
the average of the calculated values in order to receive overall correlation would result in a smaller
correlation value, hence we needed to make the gaze itself more consistent.

4.3

Third Attempt: Mid-Pupil-Point

To overcome the problem of correlation value averages being very low, we decided to bring both
the gaze vector of the left eye and the right eye to a middle point first, by calculating the mid-point
between both pupils and estimating gaze based on this vector point. In order to receive the midpoint vector, first of all, gaze vectors for both eyes were found using the given gaze estimation
method. The resulting vectors were extended and the intersection between those two calculated,
as illustrated in figure 4.6 Taking the generated vector we proceeded to continue calculating correlation values according to the steps mentioned in the second approach while using the sample
regardless of its size after every 500ms, to generate the correlation values. Still, the results differed
only minimally and we also started to experience signs of lagging movements of both gaze and
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4.4

Final Attempt: Post-Process Pursuit

objects, albeit object movement being displayed using a separate thread. we concluded that this
approach would not help me achieve our objectives either.

4.4

Final Attempt: Post-Process Pursuit

For this approach we took the above mentioned logging of gaze and object movements and saved
them in a file, containing the following information: timestamp, linearX, linearY, circularX, circularY, gazeX, gazeY. The respective x- and y-coordinates were logged in addition to the timestamp
at which they appeared, i.e. were detected.
Prior to the correlation calculations, as they were processed post-time for this approach, we logged
the interaction by recording the video feed while simultaneously logging the object movement data
using the same framerate of 30Hz. The task was to pursue the circles alternating for 5s at each
time. Afterwards we cut the video at start and endpoint of the interaction and processed it using
the CLM-framework to log gaze detected by the system separately.
We imported the results of our interaction into Google Sheets and used the correlation function
provided to calculate correlation values. We did so for a sample size of 10 and 20. Having the task
sheet available, we matched whether the calculated correlation value matched the correct circle
selection. The results unfortunately, albeit correlation values being higher than during real-time
processing, did not accurately point out the right object for all times.

Figure 4.7: Comparison of average correlation values for post-processed gaze and object movement on a sample size of 20
Figure 4.7 shows that the comparison between the average correlation values were different from
each other given the task of object selection, and the chart further shows that most times either
one or the other of the two trajectories provided a higher value, hinting that only one object would
at a time be marked as being selected, whereas the correlation value for the other object was
not high enough. But having a closer look at the matching between expected trajectory and the
object being looked at, we can see in figure 4.8 that the matching did not always confirm that the
right object was looked at during a specific time. Because of that observation, this approach was
abandoned, since it did not provide the satisfactory results in distinguishing the right selection.
Notice, that our approach in pursuit calculation uses the pupil position and movement to correlate
with object movement, as opposed to previously stated research such as from Vidal et al., that
utilised uncalibrated gaze movement mapped onto the screen to match with stimuli movement
[65]. However, the calculations did provide a higher correlation value in comparison to real-time
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Figure 4.8: Trying to distinguish a match between expected and actual trajectory. FALSE marking
that the object with the higher correlation value was not the expected object and vice versa
pursuit calculations. But it also had a major problem: The question of how to give feedback in
real-time to the user, if their interaction would be post-processed, remained unsolved and became
a challenge that would result in further research being needed.

4.5

Summary

After attempting to use first of all approaches to map gaze vectors and position onto the screen as
well as trying to directly implement pursuits using the pupil position instead of the gaze point on
the screen, both in real-time and post-processed, we concluded that in order to improve the pursuit
correlation calculations we would need either a higher memory storage to keep latency times low
or spend more time on CLM and its features in general. The first approach we made using the
received gaze vectors and mapping them onto the screen did not provide sufficient results, because
we would have needed to map the calculated gaze based on the projection of the gaze data onto
a XY plane overlay at the camera position in order to calibrate the gaze according to the specific
camera and further provide information on the focal length and optical axis of the camera in use,
as well as the distance between camera and user. This would lead to users having to maintain an
unnatural and uncomfortable position in front of the screen, which did not enhance usability at
this point.
The second approach paired with the third approach did give me results in terms of correlating
object and gaze movements, however, the results were not satisfying in regard to highly differing
correlation values, i.e. none of the objects was noticeably marked as selected because of a clearly
higher correlation value. This was caused by lagging during the real-time processing part, as the
CLM-framework and its functionality seemed to slow down considerably on the Surface Pro, as
well as on an ASUS desktop PC we tried running the code on. Latency and lagging resulted in
low correlation values for both the tested moving objects, which did not help in strengthening the
advantages for the use considering gaze pursuits.
The conclusion to that led to a final approach using pre-recorded video footage of an interaction.
This approach, although seemingly sensible to reduce latency and lagging, registered two problems: first of all, there was no clear way to give the user feedback during their interaction if the
interaction had to be pre-recorded first and processed at post-time. Secondly, the results delivered
higher correlation values but often it was indicated that the wrong object was selected by the user.
So this approach was abandoned as well.
Because of these attempts, we came to the conclusion that the use of RGB cameras with the CLMframework was not a promising way to enable pursuit interaction and thus suit our purposes. It
would need more research on optimising gaze mapping or pursuit calculations if we intended to
further use CLM. Therefore, we decided to abandon the use of RGB cameras in favour of utilising
eye-trackers for further development.
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Implementation

After having made the decision to further rely on Tobii eye-trackers to enable gaze interaction
for multiple potential users, the focus pointed to developing the interface displaying the different
visual feedback methods.
We opted to continue all tasks considering software development on a laptop running the Windows OS as it supports the Tobii SDK. Furthermore all coding was done using Java as the main
programming language, as it offers a variety of libraries and frameworks for graphical interface
design, as well as a well-described API for multithreading purposes.
For that matter the following chapter describing the implementation process will be divided into
two main parts: Firstly, a listing of helpful frameworks and libraries applied, as well as what they
entail and offer in terms of being useful for the application to be developed.
And secondly, an implementation procedure based on step-by-step milestones. This part will also
give an insight into important algorithms and classes as well as explain the idea behind choosing
certain coding actions.

5.1

List of Frameworks and Libraries

With Java being the coding language of choice, and having abandoned the further use of the CLM/OpenFace-framework for gaze tracking, the hereafter mentioned frameworks and libraries have
been found useful to design the interface, as they facilitated the coding process and thus helped in
achieving the result faster.
5.1.1

tobiisdk4j - A Wrapper to use the Tobii SDK with Java

This wrapper written by Ralf Biedert successfully binds the latest Tobii SDK to Java and allows me
to obtain gaze data by simply calling a function [21]. Unfortunately, as of date the code available
on GitHub has been taken down by the owner himself. The wrapper is referenced in the Java
project, so that we do not have to be concerned about mapping gaze anymore. Having used the
wrapper in a project prior to the thesis, we also had the advantage of experience using the code
already which made choosing to use tobiisdk4j easier.
Another plus was that the wrapper allowed to connect multiple eye-trackers simultaneously to a
system and was already successfully tested for the Tobii REX trackers, which we made use of
during our user study. Also important was that the latency was kept at a minimum to not slow
down the interaction process, which is provided by tobiisdk4j, as it keeps the latency below 1ms,
as stated by the author.
It is, however, necessary to mention that the wrapper code only works on 64bit JVMs. The needed
version can be downloaded, thus this disadvantage can be overcome easily.
5.1.2

Processing 3.0 - A Visual Arts Context Programming Language

Processing is considered an interesting open source coding language which can easily be integrated
into Java. It allows for simple and fast interface prototyping, as well as more refined graphics
works, which can be found displayed on the website.
Furthermore the API is thoroughly explained and has visual examples accompanying the code
samples. For the purpose of our interface we needed a possibility to draw circles and animate
them to move in different directions and trajectories. Furthermore we wanted to have the ability to
change colours simply with one line of code, which is provided by Processing. The programming
language also has the possibility to add sounds at specific times. Figure 5.1 shows the interface
that allows for fast prototyping using only a few lines of code [10].
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Figure 5.1: Processing interface and instant visualisation
5.1.3

Commons Math - The Apache Commons Mathematics Library

We chose to use the library solely for mathematical purposes, as it provides pre-defined mathematical functions and constants, especially in terms of calculations regarding correlation values
[4]. The library offers a class PearsonsCorrelation which according to the API uses pairs of data
arrays and computes the correlation coefficients.
5.1.4

Minim - An Audio Library for Processing

Minim is a useful library for people needing to include sound and audio into their prototypes
coded using Processing. It was written by Damien Di Fede with the intention of using the already
provided Java Sound, Tritonus and MP3SPI libraries and making them easily accessible for Processing [8]. The idea behind this library was to keep the implementation as simple as possible
while still providing maximum flexibility of use. It was included in Processing 2.0, but it was later
on decided to provide the library as importable file.
For our purpose the audio library seemed fitting as we only needed an AudioPlayer object within
the Processing code snippet that replayed desired audio files at a given time.

5.2

Implementation Process

Designing the interface to display gaze pursuit stimuli and give visual feedback turned out to be a
multi-milestone process.
First of all we decided to initially display three moving grey circles on a dark background. The
colour of the circles was arbitrarily chosen to keep neutrality and the black background colour
helped avoiding longtime strain of the eyes as opposed to staring at a brighter background. The
three circles should all move with different trajectories and speeds, so that the correlation calculations can distinguish matches between gaze and object movement more easily.
Since our research problem also involved studying whether cross-interactions would affect speed
or error rate of selections, three circles seemed to be the most sensible choice. The circle in the
middle would be moving in a circular motion and the two circles to the left and right in a linear
trajectory.
Overall, the system should include the following aspects: Firstly, it should be able to track gaze
for more than one user. Secondly, it should contain an interface displaying stimuli for users to interact with, as well as the resulting visual feedback. Furthermore, the tracked gaze data should be
correlated with the object movement data for each connected user simultaneously to find matches
and accordingly display feedback. And finally, the system should be able to display more than one
type of visual feedback. The following sections will explain the different milestones overcome to
build said system.
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5.2

Implementation Process

First Milestone: Tracking Gaze for Multiple Users

The wrapper code used, to map received Tobii gaze data to Java provides an intuitive setup to
connect eye-trackers and receive gaze behaviour information mapped to the attached display size
in use. According to the author, several Tobii REX trackers can be connected simultaneously,
assumed each tracker is mapped to an EyeTracker()-object. Figure 5.2 shows the simplified
process of connecting eye-trackers and running them in Java.

Figure 5.2: Connecting eye-trackers and receiving gaze data
The class TrackGaze is representative for each connected eye-tracker, and thus attached to each
potential user. Since each user has to process a variety of information passed from the eye-tracker
and therefore is required to calculate correlation between object movement and gaze behaviour
independently, it seemed profitable to make use of the multi-threading approach. In this idea each
TrackGaze()-object is primarily a thread running simultaneously to the main thread every simple
program consists of. With this approach a memory bottleneck is avoided as well as blockage of
calculating power.
Each eye-tracker contains a URL which can normally be found at the bottom of the Tobii REX
trackers. Using this address makes it easier to bind a tracker to a user, by additionally giving
the TrackGaze() constructor an id, which is an increasing number based on the amount of users
planning to connect to the interface, starting the count at 1.
Having successfully created the TrackGaze()-object, the next step is to fill the run()-method. This
method is essential to every thread, as it is constantly recalled and thus acts as the motor behind
every functioning thread.
In this run()-method an EyeTracker()-object is created for every user and bound to the given
URL. Now we have our eye-tracking device wrapped to the Java code. To receive incoming gaze
data, it is necessary to apply an object that acts as a listener, waiting for any appearing gaze
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data. In this case that listener is called a GazeListener(), which every eye-tracker bound to an
EyeTracking()-object has to add in order to actually obtain information sent by the Tobii REX
tracker.
In this listener eye movement coordinates are received in the form of a two-dimensional vector,
which contains both the x-coordinate as well as the y-coordinate. The received gaze data in case
it is existing, is added to two separate lists for further correlating purposes.
Having added the listener object it is eventually necessary to connect the tracker, register a listener
and start the tracker object.
With this setup gaze of multiple users can be potentially tracked, but the whole algorithm only
works if these users are actually added to the system. For this matter, the main-method, which is
the method that starts the program and is executed at every start of a new application, needs to
include the creation and starting of a TrackGaze()-object for every user that should be connected.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of how the TrackGaze()-objects are created. Each object receives a
different URL as well as a manually increased ID.

Figure 5.3: Connecting eye-trackers and receiving gaze data

5.2.2

Second Milestone: Moving Circles as Stimuli

After successfully integrating the use of eye-trackers into Java and enabling multiple users to
connect to the system, the following step was to design the interface containing more than one
moving object. In this case we decided to use circles as the moving stimuli. We opted for three
moving circles, which were easily implemented using Processing. The coding language can be
integrated into simple Java code by importing core libraries and requires the creation of a PApplet
- a Processing Applet. Figure 5.4 shows the required methods to initially set up the PApplet.
Every PApplet presumes the existence of the three methods settings(), setup() and draw(). While
the draw()-method is called at a default framerate of 60Hz and operates as a thread, the other
two methods are normally only called once prior to initialising the applet. In this case we set all
the important information in the setup()-method, especially with regards to the x-coordinate and
y-coordinate of each moving object as well as the creation of lists containing these coordinates
which were used for later correlation purposes.
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Figure 5.4: Connecting eye-trackers and receiving gaze data
As established previously, the middle circle moves in a circular trajectory. If we want to move the
circle in a circular motion we need the two following functions to calculate the x- and y-coordinate
respectively (see equations 1 and 2).
positionY = positionY + cos(t) ∗ constantVal;

(1)

positionX = positionX − sin(t) ∗ constantVal;

(2)

In this case the only value changing is t which represents the speed value with which the circle
moves, whereas sine and cosine adjust the curve direction the circle takes and thus updates the
x- and y-coordinates accordingly. Both equations are interchangeable for the circle movement, as
well as subtracting or adding changes whether the circle moves clockwise or counter-clockwise.
As for the linear moving circles to the left and right, the algorithm is conceptualised to let the
objects move along a line while respecting certain thresholds vertically and horizontally. The
moving space represents a box surrounding the moving circle. Conditions ensure that the circle
exclusively moves alongside the given line at a pre-defined speed as seen in 5.5.
The created PApplet is initialised in the main()-method alongside the several users.
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Figure 5.5: Connecting eye-trackers and receiving gaze data

5.2.3

Third Milestone: Correlating Object and Gaze Movement

Correlating the obtained gaze data with simultaneously achieved object movement data turned
out to be more difficult than expected.
The gaze data, as previously stated is recorded using Tobii REX eye-trackers and are added into
two lists separating x-coordinate and y-coordinate of obtained gaze points. Each user hence has
their own gaze lists. Therefore, each user also needs separate lists for object coordinates, as the
gaze points are possibly tracked at different times and with a different quantity for each user.
To address distinguished object movement coordinate lists, we created ArrayList<Float>()-objects
for each of the three objects and also for each coordinate x and y, resulting in a total of six lists
per user in addition to the existing two lists for gaze components. We now have a total of eight
lists for each user. To ensure that object coordinates are only added when users receive gaze data,
we used AtomicBoolean values called trackerfoundGaze for each user to call and set whenever
gaze data is added to the list. This type of boolean is thread-safe and ensures that multiple threads
can check and overwrite the value without worrying about thread-safety violation, as this boolean
type is updated atomically.
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Figure 5.6: Gaze detection leading to object coordinates being added

Figure 5.6 shows the asynchronous way of obtaining object movement data for multiple users. The
AtomicBoolean value for each connected TrackGaze()-object is updated whenever a gaze point is
detected and set to true. Since the draw()-method has an if-condition checking with a framerate of 60Hz whether the boolean value is set to true, the current object coordinates are added
to their respective lists for the given user. The actual correlating part happens in the user’s own
TrackGaze()-object. The algorithm is conceptualised to schedule a recurring task every 500ms.
For that matter we used an executor service provided by Java which takes a non-blocked thread
out of a pool and executes the calculations specified in its run()-method. Figure 5.7 shows a stepto-step explanation of the correlation algorithm happening every 500ms for each user. First of all
one of the eight lists containing data on gazeX, gazeY, object1X, object1Y, etc. is synchronised.
In this case we took gazeX. Since setting the AtomicBoolean starts the adding process, which is
thread-safe, it blocks other lists from being updated as well, for the duration of calculating the
correlation, as the sizes for both samples are required to be the same.
For the purpose of correlating calculations, we made use of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient,
a way to show the linear relationship between two datasets of equal size. The correlation value
can either take a positive or a negative number between 0 and 1, where the closer the correlation
value is to 1, the higher the correlation itself. The value being negative means that gaze and object
movement might correlate but in a mirrored way, meaning that e.g. if the object moves downward
but the gaze is tracked as moving upwards along the same line the correlation value between those
coordinates returns a negative high value.
Before correlations can be calculated the lists need to be converted to arrays, as the correlation
function provided by the Google Commons Math library only support arrays as parameter. Following this step a condition checks if any of the lists is empty, as the correlation function further
only works if the the samples to be correlated have at least two entries each. If the condition is met
that all lists on gaze and object movements have the same size and contain more than one element
each, the correlation values are calculated for gaze and the three objects separately. Each object
movement and gaze correlation results in two values for the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate.
The overall correlation for the respective object would be the sum of those two single correlation
values and is set for each user.
The last step is to clear all lists so that they can be re-filled during the next time slot. The executor
service is set to check the correlation every 500ms starting after an initial count of 500ms, until
the program is closed.
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Figure 5.7: Gaze detection leading to object coordinates being added

5.2.4

Fourth Milestone: Adding Feedback

After successfully obtaining correlation values for the user, the important step of giving feedback
follows. It is essential for our research to give the users multiple types of visual feedback, so we
decided to have three types of visual feedback displayed for better comparison. After discussion,
we opted to include giving the users the option of no visual feedback as well. However, to keep
them informed of rightfully calculated correlations we decided to add different sounds for each
user to better distinguish which user made the right selection.
In order to trigger the feedback giving process, we predefined a threshold, the correlation value
should reach or surpass. In this case we used 0.9f as the single threshold value to be surpassed for
correlations calculated in terms of linear movement. As they are calculated for each coordinate
x and y, we take double of that value resulting in 1.8f. Therefore the correlation value for linear
movement and gaze movement should surpass or become equal to 1.8f. For circular movements
the threshold value was 1.6f.
Furthermore, the condition guarantees that only one object is selected as being rightfully chosen
at a time. For that matter, the feedback is only given when firstly, the threshold is met, and
secondly, the correlation value for the evaluated object is higher than the ones calculated for the
other two objects which is shown in figure 5.8 for the middle object and user1.
In the following the two types of visual feedback are explained further, as no feedback does not
change the way users see the display screen, there is no distinctive change in the code.
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Figure 5.8: If-clause to check if all conditions are met for feedback

Figure 5.9: Visualisation for normal feedback: arcs of circles wrapping around moving object

Normal Visual Feedback For normal visual feedback the previously mentioned thresholds are
sufficient for display of feedback, as the concept behind getting normal feedback marks instant
feedback on selection.
As soon as the circle is recognised as selected, an arc of a circle in the respective user’s colour
appears which is wrapped around the grey moving circle, signalling that the user has selected the
given circle, as can be seen in figure 5.9. If more than one user selects the same circle, both
appearing arcs are wrapped around the same circle. The arc-method is chosen, as to not give any
user the feeling that one circle is owned by either one or the other. Instead this type of feedback
only hints that one user has been pursuing the moving object.
In order to achieve the arcs of circle seen above, figure 5.10 shows the code snippet to create and
colour the arc. Processing provides a function arc(), which receives the current position of the
fixated moving circle, as the arc of circle is wrapped around said circle, as well as a radius value
that is approximately the circle radius as well. Furthermore, instead of filling out the arc, only the
outline is drawn, to achieve the illustration shown above. The calls of pushStyle() and popStyle()
are provided by Processing to ensure that the other circles do not have an arc appearing as well,
thus only limiting visual feedback to the selected moving object.
The method normalFeedback() is called whenever the correlation value threshold is met for one of
the three moving circles by one of the users. The logic to achieve normal feedback for other users
happens analogously.
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Figure 5.10: Processing code to achieve normal visual feedback

Figure 5.11: Visualisation for gradual feedback: circle around moving object gradually filling with
colour

Gradual Visual Feedback As for gradual visual feedback, the recognition process is different.
Initially the user’s calculated correlation values have to hit the threshold mark, which triggers the
start of gradual feedback. Over a course of 180 frames, which at a framerate of 60Hz result in 3
seconds, the gradual feedback is given.
According to figure 5.11 a hollowed circle appears around the currently triggered object and gradually over time fills out the opacity of the colour assigned to the specific user. When the colour is
fully opaque, the circle was successfully selected by the user.
Behind the visualisation the system waits for a second trigger after the initial threshold of 1.6f and
1.8f is met. If in the close future a second threshold of 1.2f for the same object triggered is reached
with another calculated correlation value unlike the initial trigger correlation, it is counted as the
start for gradual feedback. Basically a count variable is incremented and if this count is higher than
2 then the visualisation part starts. Figure 5.12 illustrates the gradual gain of opacity. The code
is surrounded by a call of pushStyle() and pushStyle() to ensure that only the moving object that
is supposedly currently selected and therefore triggered, gets the visual change. The idea behind
this gradual change is to gradient a colour from black and thus opaque to the background to the
assigned colour for the user, in this case green. The only value increased is a count that acts as a
colour value. If this value exceeds 255, the maximal value RGB colours can reach per component,
then the value is no longer updated but continues to be displayed in said colour, thus signalling
that the circle is selected.
In addition to the visual feedback the audio feedback, as mentioned earlier, is played back at the
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Figure 5.12: Processing code to achieve gradual visual feedback
time of selection and acts as a second guarantee that the user is informed about their selection.
5.2.5

Fifth Milestone: Prepare Logging Process

Having the interface ready to display visual feedback if needed and triggered, it was essential for
our study to include logging opportunities as part of our user study design. Logging is divided into
two parts, one being the gaze behaviour in general was logged for each user, and the other part
was logging the user’s selections.
As for gaze logging, the x- and y-coordinate of each gaze point was logged as well as the time
in ms at which the movement point was tracked by the Tobii REX. Furthermore the user ID was
logged as well as the object x and y positions at the time as can be seen in figure 5.13. Each value
was separated using the tabulator, this was decided in order to facilitate the import of the .txt file
into Excel for evaluation purposes.
On the other hand logging object matches was more complex and divided into multiple parts. First
of all, prior to starting the task user ID, group ID and start time are saved in respective variables.
Furthermore the expected object is logged for each user and the type of feedback and the condition
of selection was logged. These values were later determined in task files. During the interaction
process we would write into the log each time a selection was made, regardless of whether said
selection was a match to the expected object or not and we would save that object in a list with the
recognition time, i.e. the time it was marked as selected or in case of gradual feedback, the time it
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Figure 5.13: Log string for gaze and object position logging per user

Figure 5.14: Final log string for selection tasks per user if task is over
was recognised as being in train of being selected.
If the match was made we saved the end time as the final time to later calculated the time needed
to select the circle given in the task. Additionally, we added the error rate to the log. Errors were
counted every time the user hits the respectively assigned key to cancel or reset their selection
which they were informed about. We would include this value into the log es well.
Unfortunately we did not count the number of times the user was distracted by their partner, which
we had to manually dissect after the study ended, but in theory the number of distractions would
be incremented, whenever the user selected an object that their partner had assigned to as their
expected object at that time, which would result in a comparison of the partner’s expected and the
user’s currently looked at moving circle.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the final log string and the resulting output. All logging was done using the
BufferedWriter() and FileWriter()-objects provided by Java which were setup prior to interaction
and closed after logging mechanisms were shut down.
5.2.6

Sixth Milestone: Loading Study Tasks

The final step was to include how participants were told which object they were supposed to look
at. For this purpose we typed the selection tasks into .txt files for easier separation and not having
to tediously include them into code scenarios. Each .txt file contains the type of feedback the
participants are currently expecting, which object user1 is expected to select and which object
user2 is expected to pursue, as can be seen in figure 5.15. The figure shows a snippet of a task
file. The file is read line by line using BufferedReader() and FileReader(). The next line is only
read if the task in the currently read line is completed. The line elements are divided into an array
of strings and the values are parsed accordingly, i.e. if the task is delivering gradual feedback
then a final constant variable ISGRADIENTFEEDBACK is set to true, whereas the other constant
booleans ISNORMALFEEDBACK and ISNOFEEDBACK are kept false. Also there are variables
for each user called saving the object they are expected to look at. The task is printed above the

Figure 5.15: List of tasks per group of two participants
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Figure 5.16: Load tasks lists into program
moving objects and the system stops movement until the ENTER key is hit to resume the logging
process.
Prior to resuming movement and logging the lists are cleared of remaining gaze data. Figure 5.16
shows how the task lists for each group is loaded into the program. Finish signals that the task list
is completed and shuts down the program after writing the contents into the log file.
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User Study

With the graphical interface displaying the three feedback possibilities integrated in an application
and ready for use, the following step was to put the system to a test. On these grounds we designed
a user study to help understand and record how the several visual feedback methods were perceived
by users, as well as to collect qualitative and quantitative data on which feedback type provided
a more comfortable interaction. The subsequent chapter sums up the entirety of the user study
settings, including the final design, which technical hardware was necessary and how the resulting
repeated measures study conducted in a lab environment was accomplished in totality.

6.1

Study Design

Prior to conducting the study it was important to firstly consider which data should be logged for
further evaluation purposes, as well as to secondly brainstorm how we should approach realising
a user study in general. Additionally what type of study would be fitting in our case also had to be
decided.
To recall the contents of the preceding chapter we prepared the following aspects: the interface
showing three moving circles, two of which were moving in a linear trajectory and the third one
in a circular manner. Furthermore, we had implemented the algorithm to check for correlations
between gaze data and object movement, as well as normal and gradual visual feedback, with the
intention of only integrating those two types into our study.
The purpose of our user study would primarily lie in testing how visual feedback can be given to
and received by multiple users rather than focusing on having them interact on a public display.
Bearing in mind space and hardware availability, we further limited the multiple user aspect to
two simultaneously interacting users at a time and place. The study would take on the form of
a repeated measures procedure, i.e. users would be asked to perform a certain task several times
with slight alterations. Furthermore the study was to be conducted on a laptop as opposed to a
larger display as it was easier to adjust the eye-tracking devices to fit the field of vision of a sitting
person rather than having to change the tracker’s angle according to height of potential users.
A group discussion encouraged us to add a third visual feedback condition to the picture - no
visual feedback. This feedback type was proposed to better test the user’s opinion on the existing
feedback methods as well as to act as a control condition during the study procedure. Also, we
decided on adding different sounds to help each user recognise the algorithm’s rightfully made
matches between expected and pursued object.
IV
(1) feedback type
(2) selection type

(a)
NO
SAME
(both users look at
the same object)

DV

(1)
SPEED
(duration until
selection match was
made)

(b)
NORMAL
OPPOSITE
(each user looks at
an object closer to
their partner)
(2)
ERRORS
(numbers of times
the system
recognised the
wrongly selected
object)

(c)
GRADUAL
RESPECTIVE
(each user looks at
an object closer to
them)
(3)
DISTRACTIONS
(numbers of times
one user looked at
object their partner
had to select)

Table 6.1: Table summarising of Independent Variables (IV) and Dependent Variables (DV)
Following this decision we defined two independent conditions at three types each, which are also
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illustrated in table 6.1. On the one hand, independent variable number one was the feedback type,
which again consists of the three different feedback possibilities available for the participants: no,
normal and gradual feedback. On the other hand, the selection conditions same, opposite and
respective object formed the second independent variable.
Thus, every group of two users had to perform three types of selections during each stage: they
should both pursue the same object, an object that was closer to each of them and respectively an
object that was closer to their partner. For each selection type we were opting for three selection
tasks. This would result in 27 selections in total. We also aimed for 24 participants, which would
result in 12 groups with two simultaneously interacting people. Having confirmed this number of
participants would eventuate in an entirety of 648 selections made.
The actual study would be proceeding in the following way: participants would be required to
arrive in pairs, for each interaction session needed two users at a time. For IV (1), the first four
groups would start with condition (a), receiving no visual feedback, the following four groups
with condition (b), normal feedback and the rest with condition (c), obtaining gradual feedback.
As for IV (2) the three types of selection condition tasks with three selections made per task were
counterbalanced using a 3x3-Latin-Square for the 12 groups. For easier referral, each user would
be assigned a colour and a sound, the colour in this case being green for user1 and blue for user2,
as well as the sounds for user1 being a triangle and a gong for user2. The different visual feedback
types would be displayed using these colours. Additionally, the task each user had to perform
would be written on top of the screen indicating which user was to pursue which moving object
for the given task, as shown in figure 6.1. If a match was recognised the particular user was to
be disconnected from further logging and feedback was to be given accordingly. Each user would
have a specifically designated key to reset their selection at any point. The experimenter would be
able to manually shift between selection tasks, in case any problem occurred with either logging
or giving feedback. Between each task the interface movement would pause and be reactivated
using another specific key.

Figure 6.1: Tasks illustrated on top of the interface as well as which user expects which colour and
which objects users have to look at

Based on these independent variables and tasks the study was aimed to record three types of
dependent variables, which are listed in table 6.1. In order to compare the different visual
feedback types and selection conditions efficiently in a quantitative manner, the system should log
the speed with which the expected object was selected under the given condition, as well as the
number of times the algorithm failed to recognise the rightfully selected object, i.e. the selection
error rate, and the number of times each user was distracted by their partner’s choices, i.e. the
times they accidentally selected the object their partner was expected to follow.
In addition to the hands-on part, a questionnaire was designed to ask participants about
their general emotions and thought processes during the study. This was necessary to see
whether participants overall would prefer one type of feedback or selection condition over the
remaining others. The questionnaire would consist of three main partitions, the first part inquiring
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information about the participant in general, covering questions ranging from age, gender and
eyesight to whether the particular participant had prior experience with gaze interaction or even
pursuit interaction. The second part of the questionnaire on the other hand, asked the participants
directly on their opinions regarding the feedback technique they were just shown.

6.2

Technical Setup

The previously described user study was conducted using a laptop of the Lenovo T450p series,
consisting of a 15.6 inch screen, which for the purpose of the repeated measures study was set
to a resolution of 1080p full HD, i.e. 1920x1080 pixels. The specifications further entailed a
Windows 8.1 Enterprise 64-bit OS, with an i7-4800MQ CPU (2.70GHz) and an 8GB memory
usage availability.
Connected to said laptop were two Tobii REX eye-trackers, each attached to a tabletop mini tripod,
with a gaze data sample rate of approximately 30Hz, which were placed laterally to the prior
mentioned device.

Figure 6.2: Technical setup for user study: Laptop with two attached Tobii REX
Figure 6.2 shows the final setting for the lab study. The position of the eye-trackers was purposefully decided in order to not obstruct the user’s view on the display and thus the interaction
interface, whereas the laptop was chosen for the study, mainly because of its OS supporting the
Tobii SDK as well as the display size being big enough for more than one user to interact comfortably.
Following study intent, gaze data was logged, while taking into account temporal and spatial
information. Additionally, the application was designed to save each correctly recognised objectgaze-movement match with selection speed and overall error rate.
In order for participants to fill out the accompanying questionnaire without disrupting the technical
setup, two additional laptops were provided: a Microsoft Surface Pro 4 and an Apple MacBook
Pro. Essentially these laptops were equipped with a browser being able to load Google Forms.
Figure 6.3 shows in general which keys were assigned for what purpose. The keys 1, 2 and 3 were
used to connect users in case the automatic process did not work as desired (2 and 3), as well as to
skip forward to the next selection task (key 1), in case the system did not give any indications that
a selection match was made successfully, i.e. no feedback was given. For user1, the left participant, key W was important to cancel their selection and reset it, which was analogously for user2,
the right user, if they pressed the key P. The ENTER key served as start to log the respective task
and start the animated interface again between the tasks given. This was implemented to facilitate
logging and load the next task.
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Figure 6.3: Assigned keys for logging purpose

6.3

Study Procedure

As the study specifications required two users per session, a doodle poll was helpful in finalising
appointments. On the other hand, experience or prior knowledge about working with eye-trackers,
or on gaze pursuit was no obligation.
Upon arrival both participants were briefed on the content and purpose of the repeated measures
study they were about to participate in. The explanation contained information on the intent of
conveying different types of visual feedback to users applying gaze pursuit interaction and hence
getting their opinion on them, as well as stressing that their private data is handled cautiously and
that the system is being tested rather than the user themselves. For the majority of the participants
a rough illustration on how the eye-trackers work, as well as on what gaze pursuit consists of, was
given additionally.
After each signing the declaration of consent, both users were asked to sit down in front of the
setup. Furthermore, they were calibrated separately using the standard Tobii EyeX tool. A new
gaze profile was created respectively for each of the two participants: user1 and user2. For
continuity reasons the participant sitting in front of the left eye-tracker was assigned to the profile
user1 and the other one to user2 as illustrated in figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: First part of study process: Participants’ interaction with the interface
Prior to the actual study task, participants were told to expect three types of visual feedback:
NO, NORMAL and GRADUAL visual feedback. Following this announcement, participants were
given an example of the study interface, for them to see how the particular feedback types appeared
on the screen. It was pointed out, that the instructions containing which object their gaze should
follow, was written above the three displayed moving circles, as well as which colour and user
was assigned to whom.
Furthermore, they were informed that each participant had their own sound indicating the right
selection being recognised by the system, as well as which key to press, should they consider
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Figure 6.5: During the user study: Participants have to possibility to reset the selection process

Figure 6.6: Second part of study process: Users answering questionnaires on separate laptops to
not disturb the setting and avoid time shortage
resetting the system’s calculated object-gaze-movement match as seen in figure 6.5. After each
selection task group, which was divided into the three feedback types, both participants were
required to fill out the respective questionnaire part to the feedback type they just received. After
completing the tasks given to them, they were also asked for a quick ranking of the feedback types
and selection conditions they had to fulfill, as can be seen in figure 6.6. We encouraged them to
discuss while interacting, whether or not they found something they liked or disliked about the
current feedback type or selection condition and tried to observe each user on any subconscious
behaviours they had, which might be interesting for evaluation purposes. After completing the
study, we often asked them one question about the procedure and whether they could imagine this
being helpful in a real-life scenario, as well as what real-life scenarios they could think of, which
often led to both participants keeping on the discussion, which we tried to keep a hold of using
keywords and catchwords.
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Evaluation And Results

Following the conduct of the previously explained user study, the process of evaluation and
interpretation of the results will be illustrated during the course of the subsequent chapter. For
better understanding, whenever the object recognised as looked at by the system is equal to the
one expected to be looked at given the task at hand, we will speak of a match.
As specified prior to the execution of the study, the system simultaneously logged each participant’s gaze behaviour with occurrence time in ms, mapped screen coordinates received by the
eye-tracker, and correlation values between gaze and object movement, calculated every 500ms.
Another log file also stored the objects after recognition as looked at, with their tracked time. This

Figure 7.1: Log file entries with colour-marked problematic areas
log further contained the group ID, the user ID, the participant ID, what type of feedback was
expected, which type of task was performed, the task starting time, ending time, the time when a
certain object was recognised, as well as the count of errors made by the system.
For better comprehensive view, figure 7.1 shows how the entries for the specific log look like.
There are two main concern characteristics found in the unclean dataset which are highlighted
by colours in figure 7.1: The first problem is missing end time values. Affected rows are marked
with the colour green. This particular appearance can be noticed if the system fails to ascertain
that feedback was supposed to be given following a successfully made match between expected
and looked at object.
We can notice a match between the actual object looked at and the expected one in the first row.
This observation is also made in the second main concern, where the affected rows are highlighted
in the colour blue. Supposedly this phenomena happens, when the prior task also requires the
specific object to be matched and said task was completed successfully beforehand. In this case,
although all gaze and correlation data is reset, the system calculates a match right away, but still
continues to log further objects being looked at.

The resulting dataset originally contained 1220 entries, but since there are concern characteristics found throughout the entirety of the log, the first step before commencing the evaluation
part, was a clean-up and division of the data into the respective subsets, according to the
independent variables: visual feedback type (no, normal and gradual) and selection condition
(same, opposite and respective).
We assume that the match between the expected object and the one currently looked at marks the
last entry row for a certain task, therefore all the recognised objects for the given task logged after
the match, are to be neglected and removed. Furthermore, if there is no end time given, but a
match is found, we will presume that this match is shown correctly and calculate an end time by
adding 3000ms to the recognition time. This particular time value was preset as the time given for
any type of feedback to occur in the implementation.
The clean dataset was eventually reduced to an entirety of 936 entry rows for further evaluation
use.
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With the clean dataset divided into the two independent variables: visual feedback type and selection condition, the first step is to calculate the actual speed values and afterwards determine mean
and standard deviation numbers. For the speed count, an if-condition is introduced, in which only
the rows containing matches are taken into consideration when calculating and displaying the values.
The mean and standard deviation determination is accomplished in two parts, which will be explained hereinafter.
7.1.1

First Attempt: Initial Mean and Standard Deviation

For each subset filtered we will take a look at the mean and standard deviation values, which are
determined using the AVERAGE- and STDEV-function provided by Google Sheets. Calculated
values are further rounded to the nearest cent and are displayed in milliseconds. The results are
presented in table 7.1.1, distinguishing between the two independent variables feedback type and
selection condition.
independent variable
feedback type

selection condition

subset
NO
NORMAL
GRADUAL
SAME
OPPOSITE
RESPECTIVE

mean
12100.23ms
10204.65ms
12710.51ms
12852.90ms
12485.02ms
9716.10ms

standard deviation
12401.76ms
13423.21ms
14780.42ms
14765.98ms
15236.41ms
10341.11ms

Table 7.1: Initial Attempt: Speed Means and Standard Deviations according to Subsets

Figure 7.2: Comparable visual illustration of the mean and standard deviation values from table
7.1.1
For a better visualisation and comparison of the calculated means and standard deviations regarding selection speed, the figure 7.2 gives a graphical illustration of the above listed values.
If we compare the average selection speed values, the distribution hints towards normal visual
feedback, describing instant feedback given upon selection, registering a faster average selection
speed than particpants not receiving any type of visual feedback or getting gradual one. Normal
visual feedback supposedly gives a faster overall selection time which preceeds the other two types
by approximately 2000ms.
Another interesting point is that selection tasks which gave users gradual feedback were deemed
completed taking more time in average than those offering no visual feedback, at a difference
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of approximately 600ms, thus supporting the assumption that normal visual feedback tasks were
completed at the fastest, with an average speed of 10204.65ms, followed by selection tasks resulting in no visual feedback with an average of 12100.23ms.
The supposedly slowest selection tasks gave users gradual visual feedback, at an average selection
speed of 12710.51ms. Albeit these observations, at this point we cannot distinctively say that one
feedback type resulted in objects constantly being selected faster than another.
As for the subsets divided according to the different tasks, we notice that tasks requiring the pursuit of the object closest to each user, i.e. their respective objects, were completed at a seemingly
faster pace than tasks requiring users to look at objects opposite of them or those asking users to
follow the same moving circles.
In this case looking at the objects closest to the user resulted in an average selection speed of
9716.10ms, which is about 3000ms faster than the selection speed acquired with users having to
follow the same or their opposite objects. The latter two tasks only had around 400ms of average
selection speed difference, hence placing having to look at the user’s opposite object at reportedly
second fastest with an average selection speed of 12485.02ms.
Finally the requirement to follow the same object was the allegedly slowest in average selection
speed with a value of 12852.90ms. Still since this only gives an insight into the average selection
speed of 28 participants, we cannot presume that one task was faster than the others in getting the
right object and eye movement match.
These statements are fortified if we further take into account the calculated standard deviations,
which at first glance seem considerably high, often even higher than the calculated mean value.
The standard deviation is considered a means to tell us how spread the values of a specific given
dataset are. So, having a larger standard deviation value tells us, that the values calculated are
relatively widely spread apart from the mean value, thus there is an existence of outlier, which will
have to be detected in a second attempt. Taking a further look at the standard deviation values,
the table 7.1.1 as well as figure 7.2 suggest that gradual visual feedback produces more widely
spread values in terms of selection speed with a standard deviation of 14780.42ms, followed by
normal visual feedback with a standard deviation value of 13423.21ms and no visual feedback
with 12401.76ms. This could explain the assumption that allegedly gradual visual feedback results in object selections occurring at a slower pace than normal or no visual feedback.
For the selection condition in regard to the standard deviation values produced, the selection
tasks based on selecting the opposite object seem to have the highest standard deviation value
at 15236.41ms whereas same object selections have a standard deviation value of 14765.98ms and
opposite ones account to a value of 10341.11ms. As mean and standard deviation are not robust
against outlier and tend to show noise values immediately by increasing, the following attempt
will start with detecting and eliminating outlier.
7.1.2

Second Attempt: Eliminating Outlier

For the second attempt in determining the mean and standard deviation values, first of all outlier
should be detected. For this purpose the subsets were plotted using two approaches which will be
outlined in the following.
The first approach to find outlier values makes use of median and IQR calculations. This method
helps in overcoming the prior mentioned susceptibility of mean and standard deviation towards
outlier by setting an upper and lower limit for values which are to be removed from the dataset,
as they are considered outlier. For that matter we calculate the needed values described in figure
7.3, using BoxPlotR, an online web-tool which provides all the calculations behind-the-scenes and
displays the graphics showing the amount of outlier determined [62]. In this case we only need to
import the speed data divided by the independent variables feedback type and selection condition,
which results in six columns containing speed values. Important for a box plot is in general the
median, around which the values are situated, the lower and upper quartile, which mark the upper
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Figure 7.3: Calculations of values necessary for graphing box plots
and lower threshold of the box and additionally the lower and upper whisker which illustrate a
the outer threshold for outlier detection [2]. The tool further allows for outline modifications and
moving the placing of the plot, which finally resulted in the box plot shown in figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Box plot diagramm containing speed values according according to independent variables feedback type and selection condition
If we take a closer look at the results illustrated in figure 7.4 we can initially observe a high amount
of outlier detected by the plotting algorithm, many of which, such as seen for the respective object
speed boxplot, lie close to each other. Taking the calculated upper whisker and lower whisker as
the upper and lower final threshold for assumed outlier and eventually removing those from the
original subset gives the following results: For no visual feedback the subset decreased from an
initial size count of 226 to 208, normal visual feedback supposedly contained 25 outlier which
were removed and gradual visual feedback fell from 225 sample entries to 199. As for the second
independent variable selection condition, the re-calculations showed a decrease of sample entries
from 226 to 199 for speed on selections of the same object, from 226 to 203 for selections on the
opposite object and finally looking at the respective object delivered a decrease of speed entries
from 249 to 219.
Thus, outlier detection using box plotting according to median and IQR values suggests the removal of approximately 69 entries from the original dataset to keep them from interfering with
later statistical significance tests.
The second approach utilises an upper threshold and makes use of the condition that the current
speed value is evidently an outlier in case it exceeds the given mean for the respective condition
added to three times the standard deviation count of that independent variable (IV), i.e. we have
to check speed subsets based on the equation 3. We keep all the values below that threshold. This
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outlier detection method is straightforward but tries to keep a majority of values and results in the
removal of a total of approximately 18 outlier.
(avg(speed) > mean(IV ) + 3 ∗ stdev(IV )) = OUT LIER

(3)

These two approaches both result in outlier detection, but we cannot assume one method is better
than the other, as both bring advantages and disadvantages. While using box plotting as means of
outlier detection delivers a more homogenous dataset and thus ensures consistency throughout the
speed values, it removes almost all the digressions throughout the dataset, i.e. it is too strict. A
dataset with a widely spread value ocurrence profits from using the second approach as it offers
more leeway for higher values to be counted as part of the set. On the other hand the existence
of undetected assumed outlier in a dataset can lead to problems during statistical significance
evaluations later on.
For the course of the following evaluation we will use the data retrieved after using the second
approach of outlier detection and removal. After establishing this, it is interesting to redo means
and standard deviations calculations to see whether they differ from the initial attempt. Table
7.1.2 shows that there is a slight decrease in not only the mean speed values but also the according
standard deviations. While the supposed ranking of speed remains the same with normal visual
feedback and respective object selections allegedly resulting in a faster average selection speed,
the standard deviation values are not as high as during the first attempt, which hints at a more
homogenous dataset.
independent variable
feedback type

selection condition

subset
NO
NORMAL
GRADUAL
SAME
OPPOSITE
RESPECTIVE

mean
10587.72ms
8890.05ms
11003.95ms
11589.48ms
10409.14ms
8898.23ms

standard deviation
8249.46ms
10387.42ms
10572.97ms
12255.33ms
9719.02ms
8031.73ms

Table 7.2: Second Attempt: Speed Means and Standard Deviations according to Subsets

7.2

Error Rate: Mean and Standard Deviation

Having established which outlier to remove from the clean dataset the next step involves finding
mean and standard deviation values for the error rate. To quickly recap: errors were logged as such
whenever a user attempts to manually reset the selection made by the system. Before removing
the outlier rows, we perform the calculations on the entirety of the clean dataset to see whether
there is a visible difference between having outlier removed or not. The table 7.2 shows a direct
comparison of average error rate prior to outlier removal according to speed and afterwards.
independent variable
feedback type

selection condition

subset
NO
NORMAL
GRADUAL
SAME
OPPOSITE
RESPECTIVE

mean
0.18
0.26
0.34
0.24
0.32
0.22

SD
0.44
0.61
0.87
0.56
0.80
0.61

mean (no)
0.26
0.21
0.29
0.20
0.25
0.30

SD (no)
1.00
0.50
0.77
0.50
0.66
1.05

Table 7.3: Comparison error rate before and after outlier removal
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Taking a look at table 7.2 we discover that the average error count and the resulting standard
deviation value for no visual feedback based selections, seems to increase rather than decreasing
after outlier removal, from an average of 0.18 errors with a standard deviation of 0.44 to a mean
of 0.26 and standard deviation of 1.00. We keep in mind that the outlier are detected using the
second approach described in the part on outlier removal. But we use the already removed speed
values as reference. The same trend can be observed for tasks based on selections of the user’s
respective objects which allegedly produced an average of 0.22 errors with a standard deviation of
0.61 prior to outlier removal and a mean of 0.30 and a standard deviation of 1.05 afterwards.
On a first glance, the table suggests that prior to the process of detecting and removing outlier
values, no visual feedback has participants reaching for the reset button less than normal feedback
with mean of 0.26 and standard deviation of 0.61 at second least errors, and finally gradual visual
feedback which has users reset at an average of 0.34 and standard deviation of 0.87, being allegedly
the most prone to users resetting their selections. As for the second independent variable, the
selection condition, prior to outlier removal, selections involving the object closest to each user,
supposedly produce less errors in average, followed by interactions with the same object at an
average of 0.24 and a standard deviation of 0.56, and lastly opposite selections with a mean of
0.32 and a standard deviation of 0.25. This signals that it seems harder for the system to indicate
the match when selecting objects that are closer to the respective user’s partner.
After outlier removal based on speed however, no visual feedback and respective object based
selections seem to produce more errors than their counterparts, which overall result in less errors
than beforehand.
One possible explanation for this could be that because of the outlier removal according to speed
value there is a slight interference of the average values concerning errors, as speed and error rate
at this point are not linear dependent from each other, i.e. if the speed increases the error rate
does not increase as well. The verdict could be that a particularly fast selection has the specific
participant resetting their selections more often than another object being selected at a slower
selection time. Another reason for the switch from being the one condition allegedly resulting in
the less number of errors to the most numbers for no visual feedback in particular could be that
the system sometimes took longer to respond to users’ gaze behaviour during the study, which led
to users getting impatient and thus pushing their reset button.
In general we cannot assume that because of these mean and standard deviation calculations, one
feedback type or selection condition resulted in less errors made, as the choice finally lay within
the user themselves. In order to completely be able to either reject or accept this hypothesis, we
need to perform significance tests first.

7.3

Distraction Count: Mean and Standard Deviation

In order to keep count of the times one user found themselves distracted by the feedback provided
for the other user, we assume that there is a match between one user’s looked at objects and their
partner’s expected objects during the selection task. We had to post-process the entirety of the
clean datasheet and manually check for these types of fits. To facilitate this process, we took only
the entries containing a selection process where prior to a user’s match between the object they
were supposed to select and their actual selection, other objects had been selected first. Afterwards
we divided the selection processes into the respective independent variables feedback type and
selection condition. This left us with 432 rows of data for feedback type to validate according to
distraction counts. For this matter we had one window with the selection tasks listed and checked
according to whether it was the left user or the right one making the current selection and if they
had a match with their partner’s expected object.
After completing the distraction count, we further divided the entries that marked a distraction
according to the selection condition, to get the initial six columns for further evaluation use. Also,
there are three prior assumed conditions for counting distractions: First of all for no visual feed48
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independent variable
feedback type

selection condition

subset
NO
NORMAL
GRADUAL
SAME
OPPOSITE
RESPECTIVE

7.4

Comparing User Estimations with System Logs

mean
0
0.13
0.15
0
0.14
0.13

standard deviation
0
0.33
0.35
0
0.34
0.33

Table 7.4: Distraction means and standard deviation according to independent variables
back we assume that no distractions are presented to the user, therefore each count found in this
category is replaced by the value 0. Furthermore, for same object selection tasks, we also assume
that no visual distractions happen, as both users are expected to get the same visual feedback on the
same object. Additionally, only one distraction can occur per selection task, as we seek matches
to the partner’s expected object, rather than all of their selections as well.
If we have a look at the calculated mean and standard deviation values, we can see that as expected
given the assumptions prior to counting distractions, both selections giving no visual feedback and
those resulting in having to select the same object, return a mean of 0 and and according standard
deviation of 0. Table 7.3 shows a summary of the calculated mean and standard deviation values.
As for the rest of the independent variables, distraction counts seemingly with a similar standard
deviation ranging from 0.33 to 0.35, suggests that normal visual feedback results in a minimally
less average distraction count at 0.13 than gradual feedback at 0.15. For the selection condition
having to select respective objects allegedly led to a marginal smaller number of average distraction counts, 0.13, as opposed to having to look at the user’s opposite object, at 0.14 average
distractions.
The occurrence of these numbers could be explained in the following way: For normal feedback
selections it makes sense for the average distraction count to appear lower than for gradual feedback, as it is codependent on the speed with which the object is selected, therefore we could speak
of a potential codependence, which cannot be taken as certain at this point of the evaluation process. On the other hand, having to look at the objects closest to oneself logically seems to have
the lower distraction count, as the user tends to not recognise what is occurring at the other end of
the screen, if they fixate on objects in their immediate reach, whereas we can be distracted more
by something appearing in our direct periphery.
However, seeing as the values do not differ too much between the independent variables, we cannot
assume that calculating means and standard deviations for distraction counts evaluate these types
of variables in the most sufficient way, as they do not show any significant differences throughout
the respective independent variables. For that matter we still need to perform significance tests
later on.

7.4

Comparing User Estimations with System Logs

Since we spoke about means and standard deviations in the previous sections, it makes sense to
illustrate graphically a direct comparison between what the participants for our study themselves
thought about how fast selections were made, and how many times they reset their selection. Since
there was no estimate on numbers regarding the times the user felt distracted by their partner’s selection, we will not include this comparison at this point. Hereinafter we have a direct comparison
of the mean and standard deviation values according to the calculations made in prior chapters and
the participants’ input on their estimations on selection speed and error rate for the three feedback
types, as the questionnaire only had questions divided into three parts based on the visual feedback
types. Figure 7.5 illustrates the error rate comparison.
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Figure 7.5: Mean and standard deviation of error rate based on system calculation and user estimation

Figure 7.6: Mean and standard deviation of speed values based on system calculation and user
estimation
In general participants reckon they have been pushing the reset button throughout interaction more
often than the system actually logs. If we separate mean and standard deviation comparisons, according to user estimation and system calculation, we can see, that users tend to think that the
system takes a long time to recognise their selection, thus they feel the need to reset their selection
in order for them the system to improve, i.e. a better selection starting point resulting in errors being tracked. In average participants feel that no visual feedback produces less errors at an average
error rate of 1.4 with a standard deviation of 1.23, which is considerably less than their estimate
for the average error rate for normal visual feedback at 1.81 with a standard deviation of 1.17.
Gradual feedback according to users produces a medium amount of errors with a mean of 1.65
and a standard deviation of 1.35. If we now compare these values to the calculated system mean
and standard deviations, apart from generally higher estimations, users also find that normal visual
feedback produces the most errors, which the system does not illustrate, whereas no visual feedback produces the least errors, which makes sense, since the users do not see whether they select
the right object until the sound resonates, at which point the task is already finished. A reason for
the high difference between estimation and system log could be the fact that users opt to not push
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the reset button as often as they think, because the selection process happens relatively fast.
For speed averages and standard deviations, figure 7.6 shows that the opposite happens to user
estimations in terms of speed values for the three feedback types. Participants perceive normal
feedback as the fastest selection tasks with an average speed of 4727.78ms and standard deviation of 3905.43ms. The allegedly second fastest selections are produced during gradual feedback
displays at an average speed of 6182.22ms and a standard deviation of 7133.54ms, whereas no
visual feedback is perceived as the slowest selection task with a mean of 7494.26ms and a standard deviation of 9201.29ms. This observation made by participants generally correlates with the
calculations and logs made by the system, although gradual feedback in this case supposedly takes
longer to achieve than tasks resulting in no visual feedback, hinting at normal visual feedback being the fastest achieved type of feedback.
During the course of the past sections we spoke about hints and assumptions made based on mean
and standard deviation calculations, but these assumptions stay what they are, since we cannot
take observations as a given to accept any hypothesis as this point. The next step is to proceed
with significance tests.

7.5

ANOVA Significance Tests

Analysis of Variance tests, short ANOVA, aim to help evaluation in terms of accepting or rejecting
prior formulated hypotheses. These types of statistical techniques are testing the hypotheses. Since
the user study at hand involves repeated measuring of selections tasks, we will step-by-step analyse
ANOVA tests in this section in regard to speed, error rate and distraction count. All ANOVA
testing is done using IBM’s SPSS software.
Prior to conducting the tests, we rearranged the dataset to fit the repeated measure ANOVA test
purposes: Each row contained all the selections made per participant, thus resulting in 28 rows, as
we had 14 groups at 2 participants each. Furthermore, we divided the values along the feedback
type, having three groups each containing no visual feedback, normal visual feedback and gradual
visual feedback. In addition to that, selections were further divided by the selection conditions
opposite, respective and same and finally the selections repetitions were divided by number, i.e.
first selection, second or third, resulting in 28 columns, as we had 27 selections to be made and
one column containing the participant ID. In general we had the following layout prepared, which
is illustrated in figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Layout example for speed values to import into SPSS
We abbreviated the label for the columns according to the feedback type (NO, NORM and GRA),
then the selection condition (O, R and S) and finally the number of selection (1, 2 and 3). If
specific tasks were not fully tracked by the system, we left the respective cell blank. The sheets
for error rate and distractions were created in an equal manner.
For ANOVA tests on speed and error rate we further created a duplicate of the existing sheet and
removed the outlier detected with the second approach in section 7.1.2. We wanted to see whether
outlier removal would help strengthen significance or not. In the following we will take a look
at the three dependent variables speed, error and distraction to see whether there are significant
results in any way.
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Speed

Figure 7.8: Mauchly’s test of sphericity for speed averages
We conduct a repeated measure ANOVA test using the help of a tutorial on SPSS [1]. For speed
means comparison we can say that the test does not result in significance being found, except for
feedback type*selection, which is illustrated in figure 7.8 at a significance of P = 0.007, which
lets us assume sphericity. According to Mauchly’s test of sphericity, having the product between
feedback type and selection tested on significance could result in a significant difference of speed
averages. This thought unfortunately is not verified if we take a look at the table containing withinsubject effects shown in figure 7.9, where the significance value is 0.090 which is higher than P =
0.05.

Figure 7.9: Testing within-subject effects for significance
According to this table, as we have sphericity confirmed, there is no statistical significance visible.
Testing on Mauchly’s test of sphericity, Greenhouse-Geisser, Huynh-Feldt and Lower-Bound does
not provide significance values lower than P = 0.05, which therefore result in us not being able to
statistically assume that there is a difference between the averages concerning selection speed for
the different independent variables.
To see whether removing outlier results in a significant change, we compare the results generated
for speed averages without and with outlier, especially to see whether for the above conducted test
for the feedback type and selection product would result in a significance. While removing outlier
with boxplot does not deliver any results, removing outlier using the second approach of removing
speed values that are higher than the equation given in section 7.1.2, results in the same results as
testing with the dataset still containing all outlier.
In conclusion to that, we cannot accept the hypothesis and have to reject it in favour of the null
hypothesis. However, we can still hold onto the tendency of speed averages for normal visual
feedback and respective objes determined via mean and standard deviation calculations, to be
lower as described earlier.
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Error

If we regard error averages for our ANOVA repeated measure test, we can see that in this case, the
test generates more possible significance values using Mauchly. Figure 7.10 shows that for products between independent variables sphericity is assumed and we can look at the table containing
within-subject effects. Looking at table delivers no significant results for the products between
feedback type and condition, feedback type and selection, condition and selection and the multiproduct between feedback type, condition and selection does not contain significant differences
between error averages as hoped after having sphericity assumed.

Figure 7.10: Mauchly’s test of sphericity for errors averages
To take into consideration outlier removal as well, we try ANOVA on the same dataset with outlier
removed in regard to speed values. Figure 7.11 shows that there is a change as for variables
being tested resulting in a significance in the column sphericity, which lets us believe that there
might be a significant difference in average errors. Feedback type and selection condition have
a significance of P = 0.005 and P = 0.001 which assumes sphericity, whereas feedback time *
selection no longer is in the sphericity assumption list. If we look at the table containing withinsubject effects however, we cannot spot any significant values which is roughly the same result we
get for pre-outlier detection.

Figure 7.11: Mauchly’s test of sphericity for errors averages
In conclusion to that, we cannot accept the hypothesis and have to reject it in favour of the null
hypothesis, as ANOVA did not deliver significant differences throughout the several independent
variables. However, we can still assume the trend determined via mean and standard deviation
calculations of error values as described earlier.
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Distraction

As for distraction count sorted by feedback type, selection condition and selection made, we previously agreed that selections resulting in the same object being selected and selections receiving
no visual feedback were considered to have 0 distractions for every participant. Still, conducting
a repeated measure ANOVA based on these assumptions delivers interesting results.
After generating the output for repeated measure ANOVA, we first need to look whether we can
assume sphericity for the following evaluation. Mauchly’s test of sphericity in this case does not
deliver a significant value, thus the assumption is violated, which results in further analysis involving looking at the values in the Greenhouse-Geisser rows instead. For tests within-subject effects
we are interested in rows using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction which have a significance level
of below 0.05. At first glance all of the respective subjects in figure 7.12, we notice that there
is an overall significance detected. We can state that when using an ANOVA repeated measures
test, with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction, the mean scores for distraction counts are statistically
significantly different between feedback types (F(1.568,14,115) = 13.657, p < 0.005), between
selection conditions (F(1.691,15.223) = 7.059, P < 0.01) and selection tasks (F(1.492,13.425) =
37.406, P < 0.0005). Now that we established the existence of statistical significance of difference
between the independent variables, we however, do not know at present, which variable is affected
in which way, which is why we need to use post hoc tests to determine which specific means of
distraction counts differ.

Figure 7.12: Results of within-subject tests for distractions based on feedback type, selection
condition and selection count
As we now have overall statistically significant difference of means, we will take a look at the
pairwise comparison for each independent variable as well as pairing of variables. For the pairwise
comparison table of feedback type, we can say that comparing average distraction counts of no
visual feedback to both types of visual feedback resulted in a significant difference of means
between them, at P = 0.006 for comparison of no visual feedback and normal visual feedback, and
0.009 for no visual feedback and gradual visual feedback, which is both times lower than 0.05. So
we can statistically say that having no visual feedback resulted in less average distractions being
recognised, than selections giving either of the visual feedback types. However, when we regard
the comparison of average distraction count between normal and gradual visual feedback, there
is no statistical difference noticable, as the significance value remains higher than 0.05. In this
case we cannot say anything to determine that one or the other visual feedback type results in less
or more distractions. This is not the most interesting observation, as we assumed that no visual
feedback would result in no distractions, before counting distraction numbers per selection, so we
already expect such a result.
As for selection condition, same, respective and opposite, we can also assume that same object
interactions would result in no distractions by the partner’s feedback, therefore we also expect the
results given: Interaction on the same object produces significantly less distractions in average,
with a significance value of 0.036 than opposite objects. Furthermore same object interactions
produce significantly less distractions than selections involving the respective objects with a value
of 0.008. As for the comparison between opposite and respective object selections in terms of
distraction count, we cannot find any significant difference, therefore we cannot assume that either
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of the two selection conditions produce more or less distractions for users.
For the current repetition of selection, which marks which of the three runs was currently tracked,
it can be said that these were arbitrarily ordered by us, i.e. that the first repetition was almost
always filled whereas the third repetition would sometimes be missing values, as the system did not
correctly track the selection. Also we are counting selections that provide no visual feedback and
selections that involve interacting with the same object into our means comparison as well, which
results in the first task repetition being significantly lower in distraction count at P = 0.001 than the
second, and P = 0.000 for the comparison between the first and the third selection repetition. There
is no significant difference between the second and the third task repetition in terms of distraction
average.
So overall, the ANOVA shows us what we expect and assume for the feedback type, that having
no visual feedback results in statistically significantly less distractions than having feedback, as
well as selecting the same object resulting in less distractions than opposite or respective objects,
as well as the first repetition producing less distractions than the third or second.

7.6

Questionnaire Evaluation

In this part we learn more about our participants and gauge their opinions on the feedback giving
system and interaction with the interface by analysing the 5-point Likert scale options ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), chosen from the questionnaire, as well as their
sentiment on which type of feedback and selection they prefer and what they would improve or
change on the given three types of feedback and selection conditions in written and verbal form.
7.6.1

Demographic Evaluation

First of all it is important to analyse what type of demographics the participants represent for our
study. The study in its entirety had 28 participants divided into 14 groups of two users each time
and can be described as follows: The 28 participants consisted of a gender distribution of 19 male
participants and 9 female participants, which resulted in an overall distribution of 67.9 percent to
32.1 percent as can be seen in figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13: (a) gender and (b) eye sight distribution evaluating participant statistics
We also included the options prefer not to say and other to keep our questionnaire politically
correct. The participants’ ages ranged between 18 and 32 with an average age of 23.93 and a
standard deviation of 3.51. Furthermore, all of the participants were students, albeit not all of
them having experiences in gaze interaction prior to this study.
In addition to that, participants proved to have a rather heterogeneous distribution in terms of eye
sight statistics, with 50 percent of the participants having no visual correction devices and the
other 50 using vision enhancement tools, such as glasses which 9 of the participants wore during
the interaction process, thus marking 32.1 percent, and the rest wearing contact lenses, a count of
5 users, which make up 17.9 percent. A visualisation of the eye sight distribution can be found in
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figure 7.13. Participants were further asked about their experiences in gaze interaction and their
expertise in pursuit interaction prior to the study which was evaluated as shown in 7.14.

Figure 7.14: (a) experience on gaze and (b) pursuit interaction prior to study, illustrated evaluation
Likert scales
The majority of users have not used or had minimal encounters with eye-tracking devices prior to
participating and therefore have not heard of pursuit interaction as of yet, In numbers expressed,
about 50 percent did not have prior experience whereas 64 percent have not heard of pursuit
interaction. The rest is placed ranging from little to medium experience with eye-tracking and
pursuit interaction, for eye-tracking being 39.3 percent and pursuit interaction 28.5 percent. The
distribution further shows that we had expert participants as well. In average, participants had
less expertise in gaze interaction prior to the user study with an average of 2.14 and a standard
deviation of 1.41 and similarly less knowledge about gaze pursuits with a mean of 1.89 and a
standard deviation of 1.37
7.6.2

No, Normal and Gradual Feedback according to User

After immediate interaction resulting in no, normal and gradual feedback the participants had to
fill out the questionnaire according to the feedback type. For all three feedback types the same
questions were asked. Participants were required to fill out Likert scales on them agreeing or
disagreeing on the following aspects regarding the interaction process: Questions concerning the
ease of use and the speed of objects being selected based on the users sentiments. Furthermore
they were asked on how comfortable they felt using this specific technique or how confident they
were that the system selected the right object according to where they were looking. In addition to
that they evaluated whether they felt distracted by the feedback type given at times, among other
questions. In these cases we implement Likert scales ranging from 1 to 5 with the lower being
strongly disagree and the higher being strongly agree. we opted to include the number 3 to keep
the selections from becoming too biased.
To compare the three types it is necessary to evaluate the answers of the questionnaire. As for
ease of use and learning the technique at hand, participants in general found it easy to apply gaze
pursuit, as it merely involved following a moving object on the screen with our eyes, something
that is common in everyday life. Still, albeit the same technique being used every time, participants’ answers changed throughout the feedback conditions, resulting in different distributions of
Likert scale positions. This might be the case because of difficulties in tracking and matching the
object movement with gaze movement for some users, which in turn resulted in them thinking a
particular type of feedback was harder to achieve. Participants in general seemed to find normal
feedback and gradual visual feedback easier to use than no visual feedback, with an average distribution at 3, 4 and 5, i.e. strongly agreeing on the ease of use of the visual feedback techniques,
whereas no visual feedback gave a more equal distribution of opinions, as people were not sure if
they performed the right selection, until they received sound feedback. The distribution is hinted
at in figure 7.15. As for having to decide whether they found the respective technique easy to
learn participants opted for answers in the strongly agree to agree sections, which is expected,
since pursuing moving things and people with gaze is a natural interaction technique for Human56
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of ease of use for (a) no, (b) normal and (c) gradual visual feedback
according to Likert scales
Human-Interaction as well. We tend to look at the things and people we are interacting with most
of the times. The answers are similar for the three feedback types.
If we look as the answers regarding sufficiency of feedback, the expected trend was met for the
visual feedback types, where users agreed with the statement of getting enough feedback, but the
no visual feedback type generated an interesting distribution of opinions. Figure 7.16 shows that
the distribution is rather spread, which can be explained by some users giving the opinion that only
sound was enough feedback as it was, whereas others preferred having visual feedback, which is
understandable when interacting with a computer screen. Also, even though the majority did not
like having no visual feedback, there were in the group of participant who preferred only sound
over sound and visual.

Figure 7.16: Likert scale distribution on no visual feedback giving the sufficient amount of feedback
Furthermore, when asked about confidence in the system in regard to the given feedback, participants generally were not sure whether to strongly agree or disagree and decided to abstain from
agreeing or disagreeing too strongly. Still, no feedback resulted in more people opting to disagree
with the question whether they felt confident that the system knew where they were looking at all
times, which is understandable, as there was no indicator as opposed to during normal and gradual
feedback interactions. However, the neutral feelings regarding confidence can be traced back to
the fact that the system did not perform without any disruptions.
When asked about whether they felt distracted by the visual feedback, the majority of users either
strongly or less strongly disagreed with that statement opting to circle the first or second option,
as can be seen in figure 7.17, which shows the comparison of Likert scale distributions for the
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three feedback types. However, if we take into consideration the ANOVA tests that stated a significant increase of distraction numbers between no visual feedback and visual feedback, it would
have been expected to see that users voted the same way. Also, as explained later on in the section about user opinions, they stated feeling distracted by the visual feedback they or their partner
received.

Figure 7.17: Comparison of distraction for (a) no, (b) normal and (c) gradual visual feedback
according to Likert scales
Comfort-level-wise participants generally stated that they felt strain in their eyes if they had to
look at the screen for a longer period of time. This was mentioned for all three feedback types,
because sometimes the system took longer to recognise the selection which turned the interaction
more tedious for participants’ patience and thus comfort level. Also, having to repeat selection
tasks over and over again can be very straining on the eyes.
Finally the participants had to give their opinion on the selection tasks, which they also had to rank.
They generally strongly disagreed with feeling awkward while looking at their respective objects,
whereas opposite object selections were a bit more spread in agreement or disagreement. Most
of the users were either choosing to agree or to disagree, which can be explained by the fact that
most of the failed times the system could not give feedback according to selections of opposite
nature. If the selection worked and the feedback was given accordingly, users would choose to
disagree with awkwardness revolving around opposite interactions. But in case the system did
not rightfully give feedback where it was due, users would then lean towards agreeing on feeling
awkward while having to select their opposite object. Figure 7.18 illustrates the distribution of
agreement for participants on feeling awkward looking at the object closest to them or furthest
away from them.

Figure 7.18: (a) Opposite object selections vs. (b) respective object selections
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Ranking of Feedback Types

After interaction and opinion giving users were further asked to rank the feedback type they preferred over others, followed by ranking the selection condition and the type of trajectory according
to their likability.
Users in general ranked the feedback type as shown in figure 7.19: No visual feedback was not as
liked as having visual feedback, with participants mostly preferring gradual visual feedback over
normal visual feedback, thus resulting in gradual visual feedback being rank 1, followed by normal visual feedback at rank 2 and no visual feedback at rank 3. When asked why they chose the
given rank, participants replied that they were fond of the interactivity coming with gradual visual
feedback, as the user had the opportunity to change their gaze behaviour in order to change their
selection process before it was finished and acknowledged by the system. No visual feedback was
not appreciated as much, as users felt that they were not informed of their selections until the task
was completed. Normal visual feedback was generally well liked as well, but there was no visible
interactivity according to users.

Figure 7.19: Ranking of feedback type according to participants preferences
After asked to rank the feedback types, participants also ranked the selection condition according
to their preference. Figure 7.20 suggests that users preferred interaction on the same object over
selecting respective objects or opposite objects, with same object selections being ranked at 1
followed by the respective object selections at 2 and opposite at 3. While having to select opposite
objects can be understood as being the least preferred in terms of likability, but after analysis of
means of speed and error rate and distractions in terms of selection conditions, it would have been
expected that users like selections involving the object closest to them more than at least selections
involving the same object. The answer to that phenomena could be that users felt a sense of
winning if their visual feedback appeared faster than their partners’ and having the competition
aspect turned interactions more fun according to them.

Figure 7.20: Ranking of selection conditions according to participants preferences
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Finally we had participants ranking which trajectory movement they preferred, circular moving
objects or linear moving circles. Participants liked circular movements more during the interaction.
They rather disliked the linear trajectories as compared to the former, but this might be influenced
by the fact that the objects closer to the ends of the display were selected less frequently resulting
in actual feedback and task completion than the object in the middle as gaze behaviour in that area
seemed to be better tracked by the Tobii REX and thus matched.

7.7

User Opinions on Feedback Types

When asked about their opinions on the different feedback types and the overall study, participants
stated that they appreciated receiving visual feedback more than not having any visual feedback,
because they felt instant gratification that anything was selected at all, thus having feedback on
their actions was important to them. Furthermore they stated that they enjoyed having the colour
differences when interacting with a partner on the same screen, as it gave them a sense of relief
seeing their assigned colour appearing up in any feedback form. In addition to that, they stated the
ease of use of the interaction technique gaze and gaze pursuit as they did not have the requirement
to actively press a button anymore, but still had the opportunity to select items on the screen.
If we take constructive criticism for each, we can start with analysing people’s opinions on getting
no visual feedback during selection tasks, although this is not completely feedback-free as they
still received a sound when their selection task was completed. Some people liked having a minimum of only one type of feedback (sound in this case), but overall participants stated that there
was nothing in particular they enjoyed about this technique and criticized that they did not know
what object the system was selecting at what time, which coincides with their confidence level on
the system. Furthermore they stated not knowing what the system thought they were looking at
until it started playing their assigned sound, was frustrating for them.
The next part was getting instant feedback on selection meaning normal visual feedback. For this
method participants generally preferred it over the interaction resulting in no feedback, with comments such as “It was nice to see what you were looking at.”. Users also stated that they liked
knowing what the system thought they were selecting, as it was interesting to see at times, some
even saying that they liked how “subtle yet clear” the visual feedback was and they felt “excited”
to get visual feedback. Still, they criticized the accuracy again as well that they felt distracted by
their partner’s selection feedback and their own visual feedback, i.e. the system did not recognise
the right selection at times.
Now as for gradual feedback, participants in general liked the as stated “smoothness” of the feedback process, as well as again, the colours assigned to them. Furthermore some participants liked
the fact that having a colour gradation equaled the system asking them whether they were sure
they wanted to select a certain object and thus giving them time to re-select. Participants also
mentioned that having a sort of process in selection encouraged them to reset their selection more
often or have them “adapt their watching behaviour” accordingly. They also were fond of the
interactivity of the feedback type. Many also preferred the responsive gradual feedback they got
and that they had the “power” to change their selection if they did not want the current selection
process to happen. However, on the other hand they wished for a faster selection process, as they
felt impatient having to wait until the gradation was fully opaque for their circle to be selected.
Also some did not like the specific colour chosen, as blue was hard to spot on the screen, especially
when it was not yet fully opaque.
When asked what they would improve or change in regards to the feedback types, many stated to
improve the accuracy of the eye-tracker, to maybe use a bigger or public screen to see if interaction
would be different there, as the placing of the users in relation to the screen would be different, or
changing the trajectories being used to possibly track more matches. A few participants even suggested not using the no visual feedback at all, and a few mentioned that according to the situation
it would be nice to be able to switch between gradual and normal visual feedback. However, some
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participants preferred the use of only one feedback method (sound or visual), as they said sound
would have been sufficient for them.
Furthermore participants wished for changes in the layout, i.e. placing the feedback in the middle
of the moving object rather than surrounding it, or placing the half circles laterally to the moving
object to better distinguish which user is getting the given feedback, or gradually filling the moving
circle with colour for gradual feedback and mixing colours. However, this is only a preference and
design question. Other participants stated that adding where the system assumes they are looking
would have been helpful to adjust gaze accordingly. Another critique point is that whenever the
gaze object match was lost the feedback disappeared immediately, but seeing as this allows for
better selectivity, it is better to keep the current system.

7.8

Observations During the Study

During the study we observed participants’ interaction process as well as themselves. We could notice that some participants subconsciously began moving their head to follow the object movement
better, as they felt that the system would then track their gaze more precisely. When addressed,
they did not realise that they were doing so. Furthermore, participant groups where the two users
knew each other prior to the study quickly became competitive to see who would finish their selection task more quickly, which could be interesting for later applications involving pursuit feedback
research. Also, familiar groups were more quick to discuss their likes and dislikes. In addition to
that, although Tobii REX supposedly allows for tracking while wearing glasses, sometimes users
with glasses were not rightfully tracked by the hardware. In this case, fortunately they could still
interact after removing their eye sight enhancement. It was also tedious for some participants to
adjust the tracker angle based on their distance and position towards it, i.e. taller users, albeit
sitting, had to be readjusted more often.
Sometimes the eye-tracker would randomly disconnect from the laptop by itself and thus disrupt
the interaction process. We assume that either the tracker in question or the laptop have a USB
defect for that to happen. Another point was that the system itself did not track gaze on parts
of the screen closer to the partner rightfully, resulting in the opposite object not being selected
accordingly sometimes. This might be a calibration problem, although both users were calibrated
prior to interaction to overcome that problem.
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Discussion

After evaluating the results of the user study we need to comment on the findings in order to either
accept or reject the hypotheses we formulated prior to conducting the study as well as to reflect on
what limitations the system still has and classify them. The following chapter will first of all recap
the findings as well as basing them on the hypotheses and then secondly list the limitations of our
program.

8.1

Acceptance or Rejection of Hypotheses

Having visual feedback proved to have an effect on people getting distracted during their interaction process. No visual feedback logically resulted in less to no distractions by the partner’s
selections. Furthermore interactions on the same object, i.e. having to select the same object as
the partner also statistically significantly proved to result in more distractions being count. Therefore, if we take into consideration the hypotheses formulated in chapter 3, Concept Develpment,
we can see that the hypothesis stated that getting visual feedback would lead to more distractions
than getting no visual feedback, in the first part of the hypothesis. We have a significant difference
tracked throughout the feedback types, in particular in comparison of no visual feedback and visual feedback (normal or gradual). To recap below are the first hypothesis and null hypothesis for
distractions and errors.
Hypothesis (H1): Getting visual feedback leads to more distractions or errors amongst users
than receiving no visual feedback.
Null Hypothesis (H1): Getting visual feedback does not lead to more distractions or errors
amongst users than receiving no visual feedback.
If we look at the hypothesis formulated on distraction count being affected by visual feedback,
we can successfully say that for distractions at least, we can accept the hypothesis over its according null hypothesis. As for error rate influenced by visual feedback more than by having no
feedback, we unfortunately cannot accept the second part of the hypothesis due to not having statistical significance that there is a difference of average error rate between having and not having
visual feedback, although one would think that visual feedback encourages the user to reset their
selections more, resulting in more errors being tracked. The explanation for this happening could
be that because of system limitations, the user gets impatient and ends up resetting their selection
nonetheless. Therefore we have to reject the hypothesis for the part on errors in favour of the
respective null hypothesis. As for distractions and errors counted being different between having
normal feedback and gradual feedback, but the evaluation leads to believe that the thesis cannot
accept any hypothesis stating that normal visual feedback resulted in less distractions or errors and
vice versa, since there is no statistic difference found while using ANOVA.
Hypothesis (H2): Getting normal visual feedback results in objects being selected faster by users
than having gradual display of feedback on the screen.
Null Hypothesis (H2): Getting normal visual feedback does not result in objects being selected
faster by users than having gradual display of feedback on the screen.
When talking about speed of selection differences we also cannot say with a statistically significant
security that having visual feedback resulted in objects being selected faster than not having visual
feedback. In terms of having a statistical difference between no visual feedback and gradual regarding selection speed, the comparison of averages with a histogram graph would lead to believe
that normal visual feedback results in faster selection for the 28 participants’ case, albeit the fact
that ANOVA tests did not give statistical significance that there is a difference of selection speed
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between normal and gradual visual feedback. Therefore we also cannot accept the hypothesis 2
and have to reject it for the null hypothesis.
Hypothesis (H3): Interactions with the same objects deliver a faster selection time than having
to select objects closer to the respective partners.
Null Hypothesis (H3): Interactions with the same objects do not deliver a faster selection time
than having to select objects closer to the respective partners.
Hypothesis (H4): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users result in a
faster selection time than selecting objects closer to the partners.
Null Hypothesis (H4): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users do not
result in a faster selection time than selecting objects closer to the partners.
Now if we take into consideration the hypothesis formulated for interactions with the same object
resulting in a faster selection time than respective or opposite objects, the mean calculations and
comparison shows that interactions with the respective object, i.e. the object closest to the user
seem to result in faster selection time than same or opposite, but statistically saying we cannot
accept the hypothesis 3 either as the significance values were not low enough to be below 0.05.
Therefore we have to reject hypothesis 4 as well. The null hypotheses though are relevant instead.
Hypothesis (H5): Interactions with the same objects result in less distractions or errors than
having to select objects closer to the respective partners or users.
Null Hypothesis (H5): Interactions with the same objects do not result in less distractions or
errors than having to select objects closer to the respective partners or users.
Hypothesis (H6): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users result in
less distractions or errors than selecting objects closer to the partners.
Null Hypothesis (H6): Interactions with respective objects, i.e. the objects closer to users do not
result in less distractions or errors than selecting objects closer to the partners.
The interesting part of accepting or rejecting is about object interactions. Having to interact on
the same object resulted in statistically significant less distractions than either respective or opposite objects, according to the ANOVA tests, therefore we can accept hypothesis 5 with regard
to distraction count over the null hypothesis. As for error count we cannot do so statistically. In
these cases the null hypothesis becomes relevant. Although the mean calculations suggested that
interacting with the respective object would result in less errors than with the same or the opposite
object. For hypothesis 6 we also cannot say with a statistical significance that interactions with the
object closest to the user would result in less errors or distractions than interacting with the object
closest to the partner.
We can say that distractions are logged subconsciously and are usually not noticed by the user
themselves actively, also we pre-established a few rules for evaluation so that might affect the
results as well. Errors however are logged by the users actively pushing a button to reset their
selection which in hand results in errors being noted even for interactions resulting in no visual
feedback where users do not see where the system thinks they are currently looking until the match
has been made. Another point to mention is that error rate and speed of selection are affected by
the system’s limitation and the resulting user’s impatience, as sometimes users resetted their selection when the system took too long to accept the right selection, which suggests problems with
the system and tracking itself. To get to the ground of the problems it is necessary to reflect on the
limitations that were observed during the user study.
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Limitations of the System

During the conduct of the user study there were several limitations that we noticed that were not
removed during debugging prior and some that were noticed because of faults in the hardware.
First of all, because of the placement of the trackers gaze tracking sometimes did not collect data
sufficiently for the outer parts of the display, i.e. the right area of the display for the left user
and vice versa for the right user. This resulted in the furthest objects not being selected and thus
correlation not being captured correctly.
Furthermore because of correlation being calculated every 500ms and gaze and object coordinates
being added only if new gaze points arrive, if the memory usage results in lagging and latency,
then there might not be enough points to actually calculate a sufficient correlation, which results
in the wrong objects being chosen.
Another limitation of the system is the placement of the objects and the lines along which they
move, i.e. sometimes when the movement of the right circle being linear overlaps with the movement of the left circle, the left circle was tracked and selected instead, as the system starts with
checking correlation values with the left object first.
As for hardware limitations, one of the eye-trackers kept disconnecting at random times resulting
in parts of the study having to be redone because the logging system did not finish logging but was
interrupted. Furthermore sometimes the program would hang itself and stop working altogether,
which can be a fault of eclipse of the program creating too much overload in terms of memory
usage.
System limitations further included that the tracker did not recognise some users eyes which also
resulted in one group having to reschedule their study time because the software needed to be
re-installed.
If we try to classify the limitations we can come up with three groups of improvements for them:
first of all the limitations involving correlation process, including the time, the sample size, the
way coordinates are stored, etc. Secondly there are limitations concerning the way feedback is
given to the users, which can be improved. These also include users not wishing for more effects
or different colours, or only one type of feedback not sound and visual at the same time. The third
limitation classification is about stimuli, i.e. the moving objects themselves.
To justify the limitations we can say that due to hardware having faults, such as loose contact or
not tracking specific eye shapes or sizes or people wearing make up, etc. the collected gaze data
can be limited. Also having less memory to use can result in latency or lagging of the movement
which in its turn makes interaction strenuous for participants. Another point is due to the system
not being debugged enough prior to conducting the study which in its turn result in problems arising during the study process. Furthermore the placing of the trackers was chosen as to not occlude
the screen and obstruct the user’s view of the stimuli, which in its turn result in problems while
tracking gaze.
These limitations result in a few improvement points which encourage further works and research.
This will be explained in the next chapter Future Works.
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Future Works

Although we cannot significantly state that the system giving feedback to users necessarily resulted
in faster or slower selection time and error rate, it was found mostly as very helpful by the students
participating in the user study. With those qualitative opinions there are several components that
still have to be further researched to improve the usability of the newly developed interface.
In this chapter we tried to classify the several possibilities open to further deepen research on
visual feedback for multiple users interacting on the same screen based on the different properties:
improving correlation calculations, upgrade stimuli movement, enhance feedback possibilities.

9.1

Improving Correlation

There are several ways to improve correlation and get a better correlation value. If we look at
normally calculated correlation values they often take on a number between 0 and 1, with values
closer to 1 resulting in an overall better correlation between two sets of data. Since the system
calculates correlation values for both the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate, if we take the average
between the calculated values it can often result in a lower overall correlation.
One step to increase the correlation can be to take higher dataset samples, i.e. to correlate more xand y-coordinates between gaze movement and object position on the screen. To obtain a higher
sample size we can either increase the time span between the actual calculations of correlation. For
this particular system we opted to determine the correlation every 500ms, which can be increased
to 1000ms or more. To obtain the right sample size to better distinguish which object was selected,
i.e. which object movement correlated the most with the user’s gaze pattern, it is necessary to test
out multiple time spans in order to find the best fitting one, that does not take too long for the user
themselves and relays the best correlation distinguishing.
Another way to improve the sample size added to the respective lists of object movement and gaze
data would be to add gaze more frequently. The algorithm in our implementation adds gaze data
and object movement data for every user only if gaze is detected and rightfully recognised as the
user looking on the screen, thus meaning that collecting data samples does not happen at a fixed
rate, in case the tracker does not provide the sufficient amount of gaze data.

9.2

Improving Stimuli

To enhance stimuli, there are a few possibilities that were mentioned by participants. Firstly, it
might be advantageous to adjust the speed, so that it differs between the objects displayed on the
screen. Right now the object movement speed we set is still rather similar, which might also affect
correlation calculations. Furthermore the timing of trajectory movement could be adjusted as well,
as to avoid false selections made by the system, if two objects find themselves in the same general
area at multiple points during the interaction.
One participant in particular mentioned the use of other movement trajectories as well, i.e. having
the objects move along the circumference of an arc or a triangle shape to try out whether adding
different movement shapes would affect the overall selection process.

9.3

Improving Feedback

There are several ways to improve the overall given feedback. First of all the colours assigned
to users should be contrasting from the background and second of all not be too bright for users,
therefore it is necessary to test out which colours are the most comfortable to use in this case.
Another point is that when having gradual feedback, the selection process should be sped up to
avoid annoyance and or boredom coming up while having to wait for selection to be accepted by
the system. In this case we need to find the right value as to still allow users time to interactively
reset their selection before it is locket, but not having them wait too long. Another way to improve
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feedback is in optimizing the design of the interface. There are several ways to position the
feedback, either inside of the stimuli or keeping it around the stimuli, but since this is a question
of personal preference, this point is to be considered not as important as the prior.

9.4

Next Step and Future Works

As this research topic is in particular a test for usability of the system, it therefore heavily involves
working with users and thus user studies. The logical step would hence be to do another study
with the improvements included to test whether improving the stimuli movement would result in
less participants complaining about strained eyes, as well as a faster selection of expected objects
and less falsely selected other objects.
Another spin-off could be to research if distractions affect users, i.e. create an interface where
multiple participants have to interact in a competitive manner and see if visual feedback results in
participants taking more time to end their tasks.
If the tracking process is optimised and correlation calculations between gaze and other limitations
are overcome for the desktop setting use of returning visual feedback for multiple users, it would
be beneficial to see if an in the wild study would show that users appreciated visual feedback in
terms of selection speed, error rate and distraction count. This would be the follow-up study of
the one we conducted in this thesis, where we would display the improvements we made on our
system until then.
Finally we should bring the study onto a public display to observe whether the placement of the
eye-tracking device would result in different accuracy levels when tracking gaze and thus giving
feedback would have to be adjusted accordingly.
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Enabling gaze interaction for multiple user on public displays comes with challenges that concern
not only accuracy of tracking devices and their placing according to the screen and user, but also
in terms of how to give users in a collaborative environment feedback on which objects or spaces
on the screen their respective partner is interacting with at the moment. Further challenges include the aspects of public displays in general: Most often they are larger-sized displays, usually
mounted to a wall in a crowded and busy space, which on the one hand does not allow for sensible
data to be displayed. On the other hand public displays are limited in the reachability for the user
and the accessibility overall. Also, interactions on such screens are very susceptible to noise and
distractions by foreign and external factors.
Gaze interaction was introduced on public displays to solve existent problems concerning the use
of larger-sized screens, albeit discovering more challenges for research, such as the question how
to allow for instant use in public spaces without having to calibrate tracking-devices.
This thesis aimed to provide several methods to show visual feedback for users interacting with
public screens using a gaze-only approach. In this case the interaction method utilised gaze pursuit
for users to actively select moving objects on the screen. Feedback was given in three separate
ways, each however, including sound as indicator for correctly chosen objects: No, normal and
gradual visual feedback. The user study conducted in regard to showing users several types of
feedback and having them evaluate the types, while simultaneously logging speed of selection,
error rate and distraction count during selection process, showed the following results: First of
all, for speed averages and error averages we cannot statistically make the assumption that the
reception of visual feedback as opposed to not getting feedback at all resulted in a faster overall
selection time. In this case the conducted ANOVA tests did not show a statistical significant difference. The same phenomena is observed for error rates in terms of having visual feedback as
opposed to not receiving feedback. For interaction divided in areas, such as interactions with the
same, opposite and respective object, no significant differences were notices in terms of selection
speed and error rate as well. As for distraction count however, we can statistically significantly
say, that having to select the same object instead of opposite and respective object resulted in less
distractions by the partner being recorded, as having to selection objects that were closer to oneself or closer to the partner. Furthermore we can also significantly assume that receiving no visual
feedback resulted in less distractions than receiving visual feedback. However, in terms of the
comparison between opposite object and respective object, as well as normal and gradual visual
feedback, no significant differences in distraction count numbers were noted.
The results of the study evaluation showed that the system developed during the course of this
thesis still needs improvement in terms of software specifications. Mostly the accuracy of the
tracking devices for gaze were criticised by participants, which is understandable as the trackers
were not positioned directly in front and middle of the screen, which resulted in contortions of
gaze data recorded at the outer parts of the screen. Furthermore stimuli and feedback itself have
to be adjusted to guarantee better usability.
The study albeit showing that having no feedback did not result in significantly faster or slower
selections, less or more errors, illustrated a tendency of normal visual feedback resulting in faster
selections as opposed to no or gradual feedback. Furthermore having to select the respective object, i.e. the object closest to the user supposedly resulted in faster selections for the particular
group of participants. As for error rate it can not be said as clearly as for speed.
For future work it is important to ensure that the tracker is positions relatively centered to the
display, if mounted, to ensure that the whole screen is seized accurately. Furthermore stimuli and
feedback methods should be adjusted to occur faster for gradual feedback to keep the user’s attention high during interactions on a public screen, as they mostly take place during the course of
seconds. In addition to that it would be interesting to see whether incorporating the methods of
feedback visualisations would give incentive and be helpful for more collaborative and teamwork
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interactions on publicly placed displays, although we would need to also take into consideration
which type of teamwork the displays would allow as confidential data should not be displayed on
publicly accessible screens. Still, we find that having gaze pursuit interaction allows for spontaneous usage of public displays and having visual feedback would benefit the overall collaborative
aspect that is important in everyday life and work. Still, we agree that in order to fully enable this
concept on public display settings, more research needs to be done. As for now tracking works
best using eye-tracking specific devices such as eye-trackers or glasses for wearable tracking. To
use glasses for tracking on public displays in crowded areas seem to be less profitable, as they
are small devices which can easily break or disappear, whereas having to use trackers for multiple
users can become expensive and a challenge in terms of placing the users in front of the screen, as
the trackers need to capture the user’s eyes in order to map gaze correctly, as well as to be positioned according to the display to avoid peripheral contortions. The logical and challenging next
step would be to enable gaze tracking fully for RGB camera use, as these can be integrated into
the display without the need for user positions of the user having to position the tracker directly
in regard to the user’s eye position, but can according to Wood et al. track features regardless of
resolution as long as the eyes are visible [68]. This is the goal to achieve in the future.
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Contents of attached CD
• eclipse project with Tobii REX tracker use for feedback for multiple users (Java)
• Visual Studio project with CLM for tracking gaze attempts (RGB Camera Tracking)
• SPSS files and web reports of results for speed, errors, distractions
• exported Google Sheets containing data from study
• tobiisdk4j wrapper contents (not available online anymore)
• group task lists
• log files of user study
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